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Regents stop
CPE ,courses
••
•••
un1vers1t1es
•

, By JOE GUIDRY-

He sa id the .suspension was
only temporary and, once
guidelines were written requiring competent instructors
and course approval, he.
would meet with the CPE
Board at his own expense to
adopt t):Ie rules.

oracle Slaff Wriler

TALLAHASSEE In a
move aimed at Florida State
University's Center for Par, ticipant Education (CPE), the
Florida Board of · Regents
voted Frid&Y to temporarily
suspend non-credit discussion
groups from state universi- .
ties.
The suspension, which begins Quarter 2, was approved
1,manimously and with no discussion in the Regents' last
action of the . day. The audience m urmured and some students yelled "Seig heil" as the
meeting was adjourned imme. diately after the vote.
CPE HAD BEEN criticized
orule Photo by lerry Nichols
by 'legislature and Regent
. . \
members, particula rly TamUSF is the first university
.a
pan Chester Ferguson, for in the country to receive visusponsoring "Radical" Jack a l aid m~chines whjch can enand·. little suspecting that tomorrow is his major."aiid liw . holiility~ 'this
Oracle staff wishes all of _you happy holidays and good luck OD your exams.
Lieberman's course "How to . able bl!lld peo°Ne to ' see,
·white turkf:Y waits placidly for whatever oomes next: ,Meanw~e, Tb~ - The Oracle resumes publication January 5, -l!m.
Make a · Revolution ·in the · · Jearn to read and write.
The m achine was donat~
USA." Other CPE courses
range from "Photography'~ to by the Visual-tek electronics
" JewishCooking."
coµipany ofLosAngeles.Reg. •·
·
. At their last meeting, the ular_ly the machine would cost
..,
THE . _·
.. _ .
.
.
Regents directed the Council about $1,500 to $2,000_.
/
of University Presidents to
Bernard Lax, assistant prodraw up · guidelines for pro- fessor of _Special Education, in
.
· ·
•
r@J
_
·
r@]
_
grams such as CPE. Since association with a Tampa Op.
that time FSU Pres. Stanley tometrist, is responsible for
- ~ - - - - - -·•___:..=......;.....:.:..._~_...:....____________~.;__.,......,.....__-:--____-:-_ '7"""___.,......,.....___________._ · Marshall dismissed Lieber- attaining the ma chine
UNIVERSlfY :oF SbUTH FLORIDA~
WEDNESDAY, NOV. 24, 1-971 man from the University for for .USF.
VOL. 6, NO. 'i-0
disobeying Marshall's.order to
LAX WILL distribute cards
temporarily stop all CPE to visually handicapped stucourses.
'
dents which Mil q.ilow them to
,I
Last week Lieberman an- use th_e machine, located on
nounced plans to address stu- the fourth floor of · the Lidents Thursday night at the brary.
'
same time his CPE course
"This type . of machin~ is
,\ •-,~
:
. ' '\,
. :
was usually scheduled. Mar- being used to replace most
'
'
shall attempted to prevent the readers of the legally blind at
lecture, but the . case was the university level, and desk
taken to court and Federal jobs," Lax said. · "The _!llaJudge · David Middlebrooks. - - - - -- - - - -ruled that the university_couJ"d
• I
not prevent Lieberman from

FER-GUSON, ONE of the
strongest critics of CPE, de•
fended the Regent's action
saying "I'm a great believer
of freedom of speech . . . But
we can't permit defiance of
· Contin_ued on P age 5-A.
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USF given
visual
aids
'

Dreami_ng of

white· .'C.hristmas . . .
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'Ortwein . dislTJ.issal-po.llcy ca-se
into .feaetal ,courtroom
'

chine is now in use in vocational rehabilitation, and V.A.
administratlon," Lax continued.
The machine consists of a
closed circuit television system with a small miniaturized
television camera. The camera is focused on the ·book
page and i~ magnified until
. visible by the visually handicapped stuaent. The student
can then read the pa~e and
learn from this how ·to write
and read.

"THERE ARE about 20. to
. 25 students who can use the
machine right now and . there
are about 17 who will need the
machine next year," Lax
sai~.
\ .
Although there is only .one
· _machine now, there·· are two
more machines of the same
type being do~ated to USF-by
different companies.
- - - -~ ~ - -- - .

:Mackey, • univeriiity ,system ;a~ctio~-~in~e thei had bever ·ha d not maae ·the.request_was did not work well with stu- talking. ASKED b Re · ·
·c h~ncelli>r ~oI?ert <~~7Ma~tz,·,, ~~n ~gn~d ' by'·~ackey _a s· ~
that he was not_ c~rtain Ort- dents, his performance· was M!!'if! Criser-for ~de~~! ·.
After the collap_se of bear- · and_,the Florida, l3oarfl(of~ ·quired. . ~ ••·
·.
. ...
. 'Ye¥!'. wailte_d counse.l until it . poor, and he only tauiht ten.- on·· norr-credit .courses· Ma.r:- ..._1
Ing prQcedures{~ ~~~e I~~- :~:_g¢ri!S{ • .,. ~~-·.d. ~1,t<'~ ·.: \:-~· ~EitJ,J:SMQ_tJ;le .gu'estion~,.: w as . ma~~eofficial · a ~ . ~ -;..( n~-,
.
~ _ .,. . ~ hall saitl--Mi.dilleb'l'IVI~:~tdeci- . _,~
week, the case of USF Physh- ~"fTiie- 'Mar.mg, scheduled last ' ·"'tr couns~h;,vould ha. 'e 1o l)e - h . ~g:
':' - ·-.: •
~
f_ OrMem ~a s "I".?ce1v~- . sion7 had confus~hhll
cal Education Instructor Phil- week at USF, convened; but answered by· the State -AttorHE O
ME'of the case l'nghest stuaent evaluations m • what gui~elines _,ci)uld be follip Ortwein moved into Feder- was unable to·ofµ¢ally begin. ney · General's Offic'e, · and in Federal court cou!d change the department, has taught lowed and .would have ·to· be
al· court and. carried with it T_he first question thaL_con- even then Bowers would have the ·state dismissal pfactices more hours per quarter_on ~e sfudied before any could be
implications
ot . statewide .fronted the panel of the Uqi- to be represented by counsel for state e!llployees so that average than the other \~ m- drawn up.
l ··
change in the w:iiversity sys-,...... versity . ~enate's Academic also; · and -t4at would -take "du~ process'. ' would .be re- struc~ors, was v~te!d
OutCriser, noting th·e court's
tern's•dismissal practices.
Relations Committee w a s time.
quired in all cases - tenured standmg Lecturer m Fune- decision was not in writina
The date of the court hear- whether Ortwein was entitled
· The question.of counsel bad or non-tenured. Ortwein is not tion_a l PE, and produ~~d a yet, made the proposal that
ing before U.K District Court to be "actively rep~sented by been raised the week before, tenured.
.
schedule of classes assigned non~credit discussion groups
.
and it was thought that USF
At the ·hearing, which was to b? Bowers showin~ several be suspended at the start of ·
J udge Ben Kre~tzman has counsel,"
been .set for Dec. 1. Ortwein is
ORTWEIN,
and So- Attorney Larry Robinson was have resolved the two-year d~ferent courses. listed for Quarter 2 until appropriate
scheduled. for .termination of tirios Barber, an instructor of already s~king clarification. old conflict bet\\Teen Ort\vein hrm to teach.
guidelines were :.written. It
employment on Dec. 13, ac- constitutional law ' at USF, The Oracle called .
Attar- and Dr. Richard Bowers, diIf ;Ortwein is released, · he was approved without comcording to James Clark, exec- c_otitended th!:3-t the panel con- ney General's office . and dis- rector of PE, neither Ortwein will be one year short of the ment.
utive assistant to the presi- stituted a "quasi-legal" ·body covered .that no request had nor Bowers said a word.
30 years teaching service he
After the meeting, Criser
.· and Ortwein therefore was en- been made.
·
Over t\vo years ago, Bowers needs for full retirement ben- said that Middlebrooks' ruling
dent. .
ORTWEIN'S attorney, - a titled to •..__t he, "right ~f due
Robinson, in a telephone in: ~ttempted to dismiss Ortwein efits. That would cost him ap- was\ one of the . deciding taclawyer for the · Florida Educa-. process, and active represen- terview, said · the reason he because he ' claimed Ortwein proximately $1500 a y~ar.
tors- in making the proposal.
,
- -- - --:•;..._ ....,..__;;•..,....- - - -- - - - ~ ~ -- - -- - - - -- ---.....:..---- - - - -- ---,--- - tion Association (FEA), which tation by counsel!'
is backing Ortwein in the ac- . ·,Dr. Ti~ Reilly,' chairma_n of
tion - will file for a prelimi- the panel, . said, "You -may be
nary injunction restraining right, 100 per cent right," but
USF from I termina ting. Ort- the panel" h~d to ·operate acwein without just cause and a ½ording to the procedures es"I'm ·sure they're . going to istration, as ·he spoke of the minutes during the. week-long particular class. According to
fair hearing. ·
tablished by the University
l}ave· to . open a few courses,'.' : problem of "c 1 o s e d-o u t" event. "I haven' t heard that Harriet Seligsohn, coordinator ,
The suit, filed in Federal Senate.
court last week, named as deBarber countered that the stated Alfreil Crews, assistpit classes during last week's many complaints except that of Student Advising, those stu- . .
fendants USF Pres. Cecil procedures had no official -director of ~rds and Reg- early registration.
some of the students didn't dents who need a class to
The problems of closed get all the courses they want- keep on their schedules should
see the chairman . of the speclasses an d sections was ed," Crews said.
cific department.
evident to students · regissunset silhouette
Those who did not get their
Regular registration will. be
tering F r i d a y afternoon,
/ Oracle Photo by Peter . Holland
the time that the success of a classes can add them during J an. 4 and 5 fo r students who
the
first
week
of
Quarter
2
if
could not come to early regisregistra tion becomes. known.
is create,d by the science center, ~ tall palm tree and the
sun.
Humanities was c 1 o s e d. others do not show up for that tration.
Freshman E n g 1 i s h was
closed. Both Behavioral and
Biological Sciences · w e r e
closed. Although registration ·
. took very little ti.m~, students'·
near the end of the 11,500 stu,
By JOE GUIDRY
tions we re illegaI because the suspension was based on identidents , who r egistered fourid
cal
circumstances. · •
~
Oracle Staff Writer
_themselves unable to .get into
It's' been a series of ups and downs for "-Radical" Jack
classes.
ONLY ABOUT 200 people showed up for the meeting dur"We just don'.t have enough · Lieberman during the last few weeks.
ing which various s peakers, ranging from Linda J enness, Soprofessors," Crews explained. ' · He was dismissed from Florida State University (FSU)
cialist Worker party's presidential candidate, to a representaHe pointed out -that the nuni~ by P res. Stanley Marshall on Nov: 6 for lecturing to his Centive _of the New Right Coalition, supported Lieberman's right
her of sections of each ·c lass is . ter ·for Participant Education (CP E ) class "How to Make a:
to speak.
Revolution in the U.S.A." after Marshall had temporarily
determined by the college.
When Lieberman got up to give his lecture, about a quarbanned CPE courses.
Each instructor m ust teach 12
ter
of
the audience wa lked out and students who sta yed iden. \ hours per quarter; a nd -from
IJEBERMAN DEFENDED his a ctions last week saying
tified them as "student government types who don't like
the number of -total teaching
he did not teach the ·CPE course but addressed students in an
J ack." Lieberma n went on to speak on how student pr essure
hours in the college, they ' de~
informal gathering. He said he planned to talk to the class
can affect -the rules that affect them.
cide tbe numl5er of classes.
again that Thursda y: '
After the meeting Lieberman said the ban of Voltava
-A fter r egistration they can
would
be fought in court. · ·
Freedom of Speech Defense Committee .m ember John
a djust if necessary and if posV~ltava said the committee was going to bring the dismissal
sible.
·
PRES. MARSHALL refuted all of Lieberman's claims.
The. time spent in Hhe UC . to court because Marshall never ma de an official executive
He said the circumstances were completely different between
order banning the· courses, Lieberma n stated to tbe students
paying tuition. and filling out
tbe speech Thursday and tile one for which Liebermarr was
tha
t the lecture was not ·a CPE course, a nd Marshall violated
cards ·never · took· more than 15
dismissed because _he defied the ban.
the sunshine law by dismissing Lieberman at a closed hearing.
He denied there was never ·an executive order. " It is
pretty e_asy to refute the · credibility of . what they say," he
N'oltava, who is ·not a student, said the past record
said and added that the administra tion ha d investigated the
showed
the a dministration wanted to " get" · Lieberman and
-,
student, who Voltava a nd Lieberman said ,had violated the
.that:.a nothe-r:_ ·sti\dei;it:.vicila ted the ban by a ddressing a CPE
ban, and found the student did not addr ess a CPE class and
class without being punished by Marshall.
ha d.m ade it perfectly. clear that it was not. a CPE class before_
speaking.
LAST WEDNESDAY Ma rshall banned Voltava from cam. '.fh\s · is th~ iast ) ssue <;>f 'T~e
By ROBERT BO~ ·
oracle staff.wri ter _ ·

1
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RegiStration: 'dosed-out' problems

· A·

Lieberman embroiled in conflict

Last Oracle

·_this .qu~,t~t-

1..

Wom en an·a men

'
marc~cd Saturday in W!!Shington, D.C:, protesting abortion laws. Oracle- edit.or Mary

.. .

:

Oracle Photo by Mic:h~el ·Bane.
~. ; . ;
.

~-

Moore atte1'ded · the, - rallies _a nd
arches. See story ,and ,.picmre Page ·_3-A.
E llen

Ora cle this year . Publication
will begini again·· J an. · 5;· 1972, the day before classes begin
Quarter 2 iin'def ' the cne,v ·edi~
tor, Grant Donaldson. ,- ·. .
Infor ma tion·- for ... th~. ' t frst paper should be senUo : The .
Ora cle, LAN _:aox · 128,•T~mpa,.
·
33620 -before Dec.'30..

'

•

"

•

I

"

I

•

\ '

pus for trespassing a:nd interfering with the orderly running
of.the.university, .
Marshall a lso Jrj ed to · prevent Lieberman from talking
Thursday night, b_u t the case was taken to court a nd F ederal
:J udge David.Middlebrooks r uled Thursday afternoon tha t the
university could not stop Lieberman from speaking.
.

.

-

At the meeting Thursday, Lieberman said Middlebrooks'
decision was a great victory and that it proved Mar shall's ac-

On Friday · the Board of Regents fur ther confused the
situa tion by banning all non-credit discussion groups,. such as
CPE, from universities beginning next quarter a nd ··u ntil ~ppropria te guidelines for the programs a re drawn up. -The ban
will almost cer tainiy add to the Lieberman-Marshall conflict.
Most o"f the FSU students when asked about the Leiber. m a n situation, expre~sed sympathy for Pres. Marshall but
said, though they did, not ).ike Lieberman, Marshall was
wrong for dismissing him in that particular situation.

Tenants rap new landlord
Park West residen"ts protest new lease as· 'unfair'
By TOM PALMER
01 The Oracle Staff

There probably aren't many
landlords who would be happy
with a tenarit like Joe Keyerleber, _especially College Park
West Ap11rtments' new owner,
Robert S. Lee.
Lee recently assumed own-.
ership of the apartments and
he immediately drew up a
lease and required the tenants
to sign . it or leave in 30 days.

Tenant's role
but .slowly

•

relationTenant-landlord
ships and the controversies
surrounding them have gained
increased prominence in recent years, especially since
the rent strikes in Harlem in
1963.
.
I
Admittedly, few USF students are living in housing
comparable to Harlem. It is
also true that the landlords do
have some valid arguments
on their side.
•THE LEA~E AT College
Park West Apartments is also
apparently not unusual. Tenants living there who sought
other apartments found that
some other leases were even
worse. For instance, one
apartment had a lease stipulating that rules could be
changed at any time, apartments could be entered without prior notice and a $100 de•
posit was required on pets.
However, according to the
April, 1971 ·issue of Changing
Times magazine, " . .. most
leases are still based on practices that date back to the
days when Americans were
primarily farmers and a ten-

WESTSHORE PLAZA
HORTHGATE.SHOPPING CENTER
705 FRANKLIN ST.
DOWNTOWN:
.BR!nON PWA SHQPP)NG CENTER
.

,J

a

IHE.CiREKf PANTS 1:'i\CTO\~
Girls' Handbags .' 20% 0FF
Bo~tiqut; Styles
930 East Fowler

Open Every Night 'Til 10:00

''WE
' .. . fRIENDS''
·

.. ~ ANNOUNCES THESE .SPECIALS ·.
MEATY BEATY BIG .AND BOUNCY - THE WHO
-·- RETAIL 5.98. OUR PRICE·3.59. TEASER AND
THE FIRECAT - CAT STEVENS - RETAIL 5.98.
OUR PRICE 4.25 lMAGINE - JOHN LENNON RETAIL 5.98. OUR PRICE 4~25

------•- ----

GET YOUR TICKETS HERE FOR NOV. 24 CON•
CERT OF TEN YEARS AFTER.

--------•F,LA.

TURN LEFT ON

OFF FLETCHER, GO TWO BLOCKS

12937 FLA. AVE.

P,H. 932~3840

Happily, -all your special moments together will
be symbolized forever ·by your engageme.nt and
wedding rings. If the name, Keepsake, is· in · the
ring and on the tag, you are assured of fine quality .
and lasting satisfaction. The engage·ment diamond
is perfect, of superb color, and precise cut. Your
Keepsake Jeweler has a ~election of many lovely
styles. He's in the yellow pages under "Jewelers."

~ } 2 E l a k e~
DIAM.ONO

)

last regular meeting of Quarter 1 Thursday night, but ad;
journed during discussion of
old and unfinished business
for lack of a quorum.

SGTOMOVE
SG is officially moving its
offices to the office of Student
Organizations, UC 156, to give
it almost twice as much room
as the 'present offices.
•'

00.MMITTEE SEATS
AVAILABLE
All the "all University"
committee seats will become
vacant Jan. 1, 1972. These
committees include the traffic, calendar, and events
sc;heduling committees among
many others. SG Pres. Jeff
· Smith will appoint people to
the various committees.
CALL BOXES FOR USF
The Emergency Services
Committee · is working on the
project of telephone boxes and
emergency vehicle (ambulances) service for USF stu•
dents·. Sandi Crosby is the recently appointed chairman.

S~UTH TO APPOINT NINE
SO Pres. Jeff Smith will appoint nine people to the University Disciplinary Board,
and five t,o the appeals court,
for Quarter 2.

ELEOI'IONS NEXT
QUARTER
SG elections will be held
during Quarten 2. Students
applying for any· SG position
must file for candidacy during
the first week of the quarter.
There will be two from each
college, six resident, and 11
commuter senatorial seats va- .
cant.
Requirements for president
and vice president are a minimum of 90 credit hours, and
for all' other offices, a 2.0
must be maintained.
NEWBILL.5
Jeff Smith, SG president,
has prepared two bills which
will go before the first meeting of the legislature Quarter
2. The first bill asks that
Charles Obermyer be hired as
a part-tin;ie instructor and be
granted a professor of merit
status . .
· The · second bill asks that
Cresent ·Hill be allowed to be
used by students as a flea
market during designated
times to allow students who
make handicraft items to sell
their wares to fellow students.
ASKEW SAYS NO TUITION

HIKE
Gov. Reubin Askew told SG
Pres. Jeff Smith there will be
no increase in state college
tuition for the next five years.
He further stated that if the
legisalture passed a bill raising the tuition, he would veto
. the bill immediately.
On the matter of visitation,
Askew said he would support
the position of the Board of
Regents, since . he appointed
them. He said if students' 1
wanted the vi'sitation policy
changed they should work on
the Regents. If the Regents
.change their mind he will support the, new .policy.

Wnen you know it's for keeps

REGISTEREO

ed. Despite the lease provisions about eviction, Keyerleber said he had been advised
that an eviction ·order requires a 20-day ._waiting peri.
od.
the
The controversy over
lease has not been all bad,
though. According to another
tenant, "The neighbors finally
got to know each other." Lee
is resp9nsible for this, too, for
as one tenant said, "A lot of ·
this wouldn't have happened
if L~e had gone a bout it another way:"

SG news

was

is changing

THE
IN-FASHION·
STORE

AMONG THE provisions of requested that Lee await a
the lease is one which re- written decision from the IRS.
quires tenants to accept the Lee reportedly refused. Reapartment "as is," which garding legal expenses, · the
many tenants charge means loser usually pays, liut Keyeraccepting curtains with holes leber said the wording was a
in them and furniture with_ form of "financial intimidafrayed upholstery. Tenants tion" that -would make tenants
are also told ln_the lease that hesitate about ·initiating legal
they may be evicted with no actions.
Everything else, however,
more than five -days' notice at
". . . lease_s are still
seems to be legal.· Accord"ing
the landlord'.s d_ispleasure.
based on practices ·
Lee said, however, that he to the Florida statutes, a landin the business of "get- lol'd can make any rules he
was
that date back to the
-ting tenants, -not running them · feels are reasonable and tendays when Amerioff." He stated also that ants must comply or be evictKeyerleber .had' not been a
cans were primarily
good tenant during his stay in
farmers and a tenthe apartmerits. He referred
fully . capato the records kept by the pre,. ant
vious owners as a "bookkeepble of taking care of
er's nightmare."
,
· the place himself."
1,·
t
USF ·u h
Other provisions prohibit
w1 ave a permanen·
· · ' th
· ht
b th
• t ti
guests w1 out ap- · t
overmg
proval ~ of the managemnt, - vo er r~g1s ra on oo . _on
, payipent of a $100 breakage camp.us 1f a recommendation
Elecby Hillsborough County
·
·
•
bl f
f II
s best
J'
Ch .
of all legal ti
ant '5-'a s · u y capa e o tak- · fee and payment
airman 1mB e d af
ans
.
·
h.
1
f
·
d b th
mg care o .a pace ilnself." expenses of ·the owner rn case .
oar o
~ . e
is passe
It has been ·noted, however, of litigation.
County Comlll1Ss1oners.
that landlords have had probAccording to USF chairman
IN ADDITION, Keyerleber
lerris around college commimities with people leaving has charged "harassment" of voter registration Chuck
at the end of a quarter with- by Lee in the form of re- Caro, the registration facility,
out having paid their rent or porting his apartment to zon- if approved, will be located in
simply breaking leases and ing authorities as the site ·of a the Stuaent Organizations OfThe fice in the UC during Quarter
leaving in the middle of the "printing operation."
2.
apartthe
,
examined
Oracle
th
·
l
·
· h
A three-day canvass of all
mg t, sometimes eavmg e ment an d found no sue h aperthe students on ·cam.pus will
ation.
apartment a mess.
wind up today. The ·results
'
THE COST OF repairing
The main c o m p l a i n t s will show USF's registered
th e damage of thoug ht! ess
al against the lease provisions voters and will encourage stu.
tenants an d m a kmg
r
norm
above are that dents to register with their
mentioned
d
l
t
·
·
.
•
repairs 1s expensive o an ·
th
ey are not only "unfair," home counties during ·quarter
lords and the leases reflect
. feeli ng of e1'ther cau t·ion but perhaps also illegal. break, according to Caro.
th 1s
Keyerleber said that the $100
or cynicism on their part.
BASKETBALL GAME
Nevertheless, the leases are deposit_ violates Phase II of
POSTPONED
still apparently pretty one- . the price freeze according to
A basketball game originalsided and there are groups information he received from
doi!lg something about it. The the Internal Revenue System ly scheduled last night between SG and administration
National Tenant Organization (IRS) office.
Wheri The Oracle contacted has been cancelled, but will
has been concerning itself
with the problems, mainly of the local IRS office, it ·was be re-scheduled in January.
minority group tenants in gov- found that such a deposit was
HARRIS IMPEACHED
ernment housing projects. The not illegal as long as it was
Impeachment c h a r g e s
American Bar Association's refundable. Lee's lease pro: agains_t York Harris, Fontanarefund if the Desoto representative, are
researchers are also working vides for
apartment is left in satisfacto- proceeding, with Atty. Gen.
on some solutions.
ry ''conditio'n. 0, n l y non- Gary Jones leading the proserefundable fees or deposits cution. Rod Highsmith, origiare illegal under ithe price nal instigator, has refused to
freeze; according to the IRS. prosecute:
FINAL MEETING FOR SG
IN A RECENT meeting
The SG . Legislature held its
with r_.ee, Keyerleber said he

The problem is a twodimensional one, alternating
between a lease that some
tenants have called "unfair"
and the supposedly "forceful"
way in , which the lease was
presented.

RINGS

®

''CHRISTMAS SAV·INGS NOW''
THE LOOK OFFAS HION
IS THE '~LONG LOOK"
FABRICS OF BANLON,
<;;LITTERING, METAL LICS,
CREPES, "PANNE LOOK",
AND MORE
$14.99 Up_

.WHILE JHEY LAST AT THIS PRICE

~ WATER SKIS
''RON
. . - MARKS'',
.

.----------~-------~---,
RinJs from $100 t o $ 10,000

Tr6de Mark Re1 . A. H. Pond Co.

I HOW TO PL.AN YOUR ENGAGEMENT AND WEDDING I
( S e11d new 20 pg. boo~l et, "P lanning Your Engag ement and Wedding" p lus I
I •full co lor fol der a nd ◄ i pg . Br ide'• Book g ift otter oil for only 251', . f -71 I
e------- -------- ----- I
I Nom
I
I
I Add,es,s--- --------- ------- I
I c,~_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ co _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ I
I Stole - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ' -'P - - - - J
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Women rallierS inarch for Tight to decidel'.
women to obtain dependable
birth control, (supported by
the difficulty in Tampa) . the
marchers cried for looser, or
complete abolishment of restrictions on contraception.

By MARY ELLEN MOORE
The Oracle Editor

WASHINGTON, D.C.
"Our bodies,
Our minds,
· Our right to decide

But more prevalent than
any of the three issues was
the constant cry for women's
equality, the demand for
women's P9wer :
"Not the -church,

and, most important of all
"OUR bodies,
OUR minds,
OUR right to decide! "

not the state,
women should decide
their-fate ... "
and "No more contortions,
we want free abortions

"

Statesmen, and· not just
those Washington, D.C. states-

- Over 2,000 chanting women
marched through the Capital
~reets Saturday protesting
abortion laws, forced steriliza_tion of the poor, and rigid con•
traceptive restrictions.

1966 VW Sedan
Pea rl White, Radio . Good buy. ~tock # 928 1 A.

SPECIAL
1970 Honda 17S CC Cycle
Excellent Cond. 2 ,800 Miles

New-Store-Hours
Starting The 28th Nov.
Mon. -· Thurs.-~10:30 --8:0Q
Fri. 10:30 - 8:00
Sat. - 10: - 7:00
Sun.: 12: • 6:0Q.

A woman's right ..•
. . . to choose was the main
issue of a. ma.rch and rally
held in Washington, D.C. last
weekend. Forced sterilization
and restrictions on contraceptives also came into focus.

J. EDGAR HOOVER

You have more (eyes)
than ·a Peacock's tail
and to
the same end.
WILLIE READER

LOST

·sweet dreams of tomorrow
abandon the body·\ o fly,
on night's wings, then ride
into the dark abyss of sky
through the atmosphere they
glide.

ONLY

Oh these poor, poor sorrows
,vaiting for the coming morrows,
luring man - they are sly
they
haunching quietly hide
and seeking life - they die,
aimlessly lost without guide.

.

The endless streak
Has ·made us nm
Ancl cry clisheartecl grief

Marsha Coleman of the Na.- tional Black Task Force, decried the adage that a black
~voman's best position was
prone. She too called for self. determination of all women.

1962 Peugeot
~unroof Sedan. Li ke New.

FREE Refreshments

1964 Triumph Spitfire
Conv't. Good Tra ns.

Register for
25.00
Gift Certificate

.-

FORCED STERILIZATION
is genocide of the poor," several signs announced, referring to some state laws requiring the bearer of a certain
number of illegitimate children to be sterilized.

SONNET OF SORROW
Tears ·of sorrow
1

many

S

NEW MODELS
NOWO~EN

Payments On Your O'(tn ,
·r ownhouse Less Than Rent

From trouble they must borrow
till finally drowned in sorrow.

nol_bvoocl,~1191

SUE KOSSOW

PHONE·

SG chooses

237-3959

-_

Three smilers made it to
the top in the Student Governm.ent Smile Campaign. Each
will be given a prize of two ·
Disney Wor~d tickets.

i=HA.236 COOPERATIVE TOWNHOU~ES

.

EXCEPT THURSDAYS
• MODELS OPEN 11-6 DAILY
30TH STREET AT SLIGH, TAMPA
.
.

T w o students, Melonese
Strong, and Douglas Childs
were winners, and one faculty member, Alexander W. Bu•
·chanon, also won the big prize .

Friday & Saturday Only
9 A.M. - 9 -P.M.

v1sory . Board 1s pleased with
the contest, though it will
strive for _more participation
in future contests.

IHE.fil?EA1,_·PARTS·_]:'ACT01~1!

~
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v,·

,-.
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PORTE-R APPLIANCE

BE.-.·TS (Select~ilStyles) :
-·_ CLOSE-OUT--40% OFF

Motorola Audio
Components

-

WE MUST REDUtE INVENTORY

PRICES·SLASHED TO THE BONE!

·

: STEREO SYSTEM w/8-TRACK DECK
100 Watts

• AM/FM Stereo

...:,

Multi-Plex Radio
4-Speed Turn• table
- -automatic
Sealed Airsuspension
Speakers

I

- ¥4

•

12995

The lounge, · sponsored by
- Madame Miltiza Artzybushev
· and constructed by French
teaching assistants, is almost
: always open. Magazines from
·_ France, a record player,
_- French records, and the' pres: .ence of a teaching assistant to_
·· aid with homework crises are
: all available -for the use of in: terested students who drop. by
: Language-Literature (L A N)
; 213 during the day. ·

STEREO SALE!

WE'RE OVERSTOCKED -

930 East Fowler
·Open Every Night 'Til 10:00_

This collage of an atmosphere, vocalized by an enthusiastic group of students, pro. vides the format of USF's
. newly-created lounge f o r
: French-speaking students.

-DAY SALE

WE SERVICE
WHAT WE SE[L

. _'!_■.~~~'!~'!-!-l!!~IIJ-l!-l!-~-■~~---------;-;.
11.-~-~-~-,-,.~,-~-,~l!~•-~~~~~~-!~•~■-!!''!

Lounge aids
French study ~
"What we have here is the
r eal idea of a club - a place
to talk, get help with homework, or have a cup ~f coffee,
and to share the common interest of the French language."

For Your Convenienc-e, Open Sunday 1 to

10024 N. 30th St. _'

Now tis sudden·
How we left the scene Two of the tickets were doThe scene, this lancl of ours,
nated by the American OverNo bi1'cls to sing from yon- seas Travel Corporation.
der pass,
Richard Beeman, a memNo trees do thmst with ber of the ·sc Advisory Board
and chairman of the - camgreen,
All pathways killed the . ·pai~.---sa~c;- another campaign
will take 'place- Quarter 2 or
flowers.
DAVID B. PERKINS. Q_uarter 3.~ H~ said the ~d-

- And while the abortion issue
was the major reason for the
rally and march, the poor
_were not overlooked:

..

....

Driving trains
:And wag;n.s, some _
'And horses - do believe.

"No more hangers,
_
no more hooks,
no more doctor's dirty
looks!"

$485°0

AS IS SPECIALS

FINAL PHASE
SELLING FAST

lers '
lmi
{ --- tQp:,
te t;~e
pur l~ves to fa11!!,:l)~
..
"
...

c~d's -i~ursery:

the
N o w representing
: French Club, disbanded last
; year, the lounge is operated
. on Sl a quarter from partic~ paµng French students. Inter•
,~ ~st In the club, ~according to.
: Madame' Abdelwahab He·
~ chiche, adviser, has risen
: greatly since the birth of the
·_ club-room.

Med ium Blue. Sunroof, Radio. Runs Good .

1

POWER!"
Barbara Roberts, a
' Haven doctor who performs
abortions on request, spoke "\,Ve saw hini come
about the need to get away From yon_der hill.from the murderous abortion
techniques of the past and the The man, pale face was he.
,-disapproving remarks of male We lost, ~he land,
.
. doctors .•. and she was· sup·
ported by a paraphrased ver- Once had the bill,

for

1965 VW Sedan

Maxis

Now here they come
From far and wide The people o'er the hill.
Moving slow through
Our c~untryside
New So my people will not kill.

dilficult

SPECIAL!!!

&

"Power to the sisters,
take the power from. the
misters,
Give the power to the sis·. ters ...

so

ONE OF THE BEST SELECTIONS
OF CLEAN USED VOLKSWAGENS
IN THE BAY AREA

Dresses
Pants

: The predominantly female
crowd was interspersed with
.a few supp_orting males. Even
many of the· television crews,
and most of the reporters,
'were women - it was defi•
nitely not a man's world, as it
has been for too long according to the · chants and
speeches:

is

CANADY MOTORS

10 to 20% Discount on

· The marchers for abortion
wound their way from the
Qeorge Washington monument to the west lawn of the
capitol building (the east lawn
was reserved for about 500
pro-life demonstrators, _but
·the counter-ralliers never met
._.in discussion).

In the related area, when it

a better place
to get a used VW?

Pre Holiday Sale

THEY WIELDED signs, intoned chants, listened to
speakers and the New Haven
Women's - Liberation rock
band - all the time proclaiming their liberation from
men (doctors, those old men
-in Congress and the Supreme
Court, and that unspeakable
man in the White House).

a

'Can you thi_nk of

SLIK CHIK

· The women traveled from
many states to join the march
'and the rally sponsored
(loosely) by an assorted menage of women's groups.

.:~e~f

~

men, but statesmen everywhere : take heed.
For as one prominent worn•
en's liberationist noted:
" If men got pregnant,
abortion would be a sacrament."

$ 10.00

a month

You Save $50.00

Add Matching
8-Track Tape Deck
Solid•State, Wood,Cabinet

Easy Terms On
Every Item Sold

Quadrasound A1,11p

• AM/ FM Ste reo
multiplex radio
• Tuning Meter
• Headphone Jack

• 8-Track
• Air Susp. Speakers

Was $199

Now

$14·7°0

BIG SAVINGS ON:
• Car tape decks - Both stereo and
Quadsound
• Cassette tape d ecks
• Some one-of-a -kind
speakers, turntables, an_d amps

·· .160 Wcatts

$349~ 5

-~
~

CONCENTRATED ORGANIC CLEANER
TRY IT • . . YOU'LL LI KE IT!
933-4219

or
DISTRIBUTORSHIPS AVAILABLE:
-- 884,8500

4040 W. Kennedy
It May Be A Long Drive
But The Savings Are

BIG!!!

Some Quantities
are limited - But
there are bargains
for all!

-Po' Boy
Porter's • .•
The Appliance and
Stereo Store that
has it all!!!

PRICES GOOD
ONLY TO USF
STUDENTS and FACULTY
Please have a copy of
the Oracle or your ID

NOR!H .{AMP~ _ 2010 BOSCH BLVD.
932 - 6 15 1

:.4040 W.IIENNEDY BLVD
B77- 0 437 .

SO.TAMPA

'\BOTWlm NO l6SOES,ED.WE GOTTA MAVEAGIMMICK!•
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Library's suggestion board leads the way
For student feedback of University facilities
The USF library has a new feature - a suggestion board located
near the exit. It's a good idea to
have feedback from students for
any University-run facility and we
congratulate the library for taking
the first step in this direction. With
a new building on the planning
boards, the suggestions from students can be of great assistance in
planning as well as incorporating
changes in the present operating
procedure.
Almost every member of the
University community comes into

contact with the library in some
way or another. And everyone has
some little pet peeve. Maybe your
complaint has never been noticed.
The suggestion board would be a
perfect mechanism for getting it
off your chest and perhaps improving things.
We offer two suggestions concerning periodicals.
Have you ever tried to prepare
a paper near the end of the quarter
by using current periodicals? Too
often, j1,1st the magazine you need
is out of the library being bound.

The magazine is completely inaccessible for a period of time and no
help to the students who helped
pay for them and was depending
on them being there when he needed them.

binding could, be done over the
quarter breaks and early weeks
of . the following quarter, being
back on the shelves before the
critical period. Even with a
weekly publication, there would
only be a dozen or so issues that
were kept on band at the end of
the quarter. By having these
sources in the library, it would
relieve some of the frustrations
of completing assignments.

Wouldn't it be possible to
have every current periodical in
the library for a period of time,
say four weeks, before the end of
the quarter. This would ~over
the time of peak demand. Any

Also, why not move the reference indexes for the bound volumes to the fourth floor where
most of the periodicals are kept.
This would eliminate going back
and forth between the second artd
fourth floor to check . additional
sources.

Letter policy

Goodby and thanks to
long-time staff ITlembers
This is the last issue in which
Mary Ellen Moore's name will appear in the mast of The Oracle.
Mary Ellen has · served · as editor
f9r four quarters, longer than anyone else. During this time, she has
distinguished herself for more than
longevity.
The editor's job is not easy. She
has to handle both the staff and actual production of the newspaper
as well as being its representative
to the rest of the University.
Anyone who has come into contact with Mary Ellen would agree

that she has handled both areas of
responsibility exceedingly well.
Two other staff members will
also be leaving after this issue.
Beth Serata and Vicki Smithson
have each served for eight quarters in various positions. Their
dedication and ability set high
standards for others to follow.
This brief tribute could never
completely acknowledge the contributions these three students
nave made to The Oracle. We will
miss them.

The Oracle welcomes let- .
ters to the editor on all topics.
All letters must be signed and
addressed including student
classifi.cation.

We hope students will contribute other ideas to the suggestion
board and that positive action will
be taken.

L etters should be no more
than 100 words, triple spaced
typewritten. The editor reserves the right to · edit or
shorten letters. Letters received Thursday will be considered for publication the f allowing 1-Vednesday.
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AND

COMMENTARY

The Oracle is written and edited by students at the University of South Florida. Editorial views therein
are not necessarily those of the faculty adviser or the University administration.

Guest commentary

••

. out·the other'
by Robert Boye

The OTO awards
.

As this quarter draws to an end, I would like to take up
the space in this newspap!,!r and. your time to burden you with
what I consider above average contributions by certain members of the university during this quarter. I have included in
this recommendation of awards, personnel I think have injured and aided the students, staff and-or faculty of USF. In
some cases, the awards really don't mean anything at all, but
that is for you and the recipients of these dubious distinctions
to determine.
The first award of the OTO award goes to a person,
whose mere survival in a position criticized from every angle
of the campus, indicates her ability to please "some of the
people, some of the time." The award is the BUBBLEGUM
AWARD.
And the winner is Mary Ellen Moore! for her ability to
"stick with it."
The next award is a fairytale award for the ability to
look good, smell good, sound good and still not be good - the
SNOW WlliTE AWARD.

The winner is Mackey-the-Knife and his backfield. (Per.haps no one told them, it can get very warm and uncomfortable in Florida.)
As this quarter's (and several quarters before) little guy
getting pushed around and having to take it, but while resisting all along representative, Phillip Ortwein, the PE. Instructor given rather shabby treatment by what appears to
be unfeeling and cunning administrators, receives the JOAN OF ARC AWARD.
. Staying with instructors for just one more award, some•
thing is certainly due the man who is a classroom of a differ•
ent slice of life. For his behavior pattern that would confound
the shaping procedure of any psychologist, and a man who
has entertained, loved, and been loved by thousands of "typi•
cal USF students," I would like to give him an award a small
group of his· students gave • him two weeks ago today, the
"COME BACK! COME BACK! TOO LATE! TOO LATE!
MOBY DICK AWARD." to Dr. John (Knocky) Parker.
While I am on the subject of the theatrical, special recog•
nition must go to the man who always wanted to be a "police
officer" when he grew up. Even though he gave us all a grin,
when he cited USF as a crime capital so he could get more
people with big guns to play with, most of us don't want to
play his immature little game. The BIG TIME AWARD goes
to Chief Preble and his campus keystone cops.
A lot of things make us sick, and when it does we know
where we have to go, regardless of how little · seem to know
or care. Even though some of the nurses are nice, and reaJiz.
ing it is probably due to lack of funds, their •poor reputation
and many complaints about sloppy treatment, the USF
Health Center has earned the MARCUS WELBY DIRTY
NEEDLE AWARD.
To be shared by the Library and the Book Store for their
cooperation in scheduling their hours of business for their
own convenience, and for reminding students that we are attending school for the benefit of the bureaucrats, they are
presented the PEOPLE IN GOVERNMENT AWARD and
what it represents.
Eastern Food Service gets the GASTRITIS AW ARD for
its innovative technique in producing natural gas.
The USF Maintenance Department, which has kept us
spellbound by its unusual ability at setting the sprinkler sys•
tem where it will have the most effect, and give us green
parking lots and grey grass - MISDIRECTED EFFORT
AWARD.
The MOST RIDICULOUS AW ARD AW ARD to the Student
Government for its recent "Smile Campaign! "
If you have any experience, episodes, additions, or
suggestions you feel deserve a note of recognition , pleasureable
or painful, send it in a note either to me or to OTO, anytime
you feel like during the quarter.

A look at right wing olympics
By DAVID MILLER
Editor's Note: David Miller is a columnist for the University of Florida Alligator.

Although I am a political liberal and
a football freak, the latter is usually a
flag-waving Middle America resident.
So it shoulq. not have surprised anyone that, while a quart~r of a million
people_marched in Washington at the October, 1969 Moratorium, Dick Nixon was
watching the Washington Redskins ,
coached by hard hat Vince Lombardi,
lose to Dallas. Kind of ironic, ain't it,
playing against DALLAS in KENNEDY
stadium?
However, when baseball season rolled
around this year, Dick 'n Spiro decided
not to attend the season opener and the
Senators won the first game for the first
time in almost a. decade. Sportswriters
nsed to paraphrase Lighthorse Harry
Lee by saying "Washington: First in
war, first in peace, last in the American
League' _
I was hoping that Spiro . would throw
out the first ball, as I was certain he'd.
hit Joseph Blatchford or Doug Sanders in
the head. But Dick tricked everyone by
choosing Richard Pitzer, a Green Beret,
to t hrow out the first ball. This was, of
course, just a few days after Peter Mar•
asco had admitted to several murders on
behalf of the Berets in Nam.

If you have a uniformed Green Beret
tossing out the first ball, consider the
possibilities for a sports-facism spectacular. Since we already have the Olympics
and the Pan-American Games, here's
my plan for the Middle American, or
i'llid-American, Games:
Staff Sergeant Barry Sadler starts the
ceremonies by singing .a medley of patriotic songs: "The Star•Spangled Banner,"
"Deutschland Uber Alles," "The Fightin'
Side Of Me," and "Horst Wessel Lied."
As Robin Moore holds up the cue cards,
Barry gives a stirring speech . on ' behalf
of our fighting boys in Guatemala.
At this point a distance runner is
scheduled to run into the Zenith, Ohio
stadium, carrying the Olympic torch
from Greece. However, Colonel Agnew
announces that the Greek junta has
failed the entire country, so no one will
carry the torch this year. Babbitt i'llemorial Stadium reverberates with cheers at
this announcement, and someone in the
crowd shoots Yves Montand, Vasilis
Vasilikos, and Costa-Gavras.
Next comes the parade of the ath·
letes, representing dozens of nations.
Pele, the great soccer star, was sup•
posed to lead the Brazilian delegation,
but he was recently killed by the Death
Squad, so his place is tal{en by a CIA
agent who is coach of Brazil' s terrorism
team.
Mike Curtis, carrying copies of his fa.
mous SPORT interview ("Anyone who
calls a policeman a pig ought to be
shot"), leads the U.S. delegation, fol·
lowed by Bud Grant, Orville Moody, Bob
Hope, and Ronald Reagan, who still
thinks he's George Gipp.
Martin Bormann and a dozen other
transfer students fro m the University of
Berlin lead the Argentina representa•
tives. George Smathers, filling in for
Jean•Claude Duvalier, leads the group
from Haiti, shouting to reporters that
Trujillo and Papa Doc ar~ still alive.
When all the delegations meet in the
center of the stadium, Peter Flana.gan,
spokesman for "Hard Hats For War and

Fascism," tells all foreigners to. leave
the st.ands. As the bleaehers become 100
per cent American, Flanagan states that
if Jim Thorpe didn't like it here, he
should have gone back where he came
from. An argument starts in the stands
as to whether or not Max Schmeling
should have been made an honorary cif.i- zen. ,
President Thurmond begins the com.
petition by throwing out the first black.
Because of the Southern 3trategy, the
first event is Greco-Roman lynching,
with the U.S. team, a crew•cut' crew
from Neshoba County, Mississippi, edg·
ing out South Africa for the White
Medal.
Next comes the hammer•and•sickle
throw, a rhetorical contest for redbaiting virtuosos. The U.S. team of Na•
tiona l Review editors invokes the spirit
of Munich against Richard Rovere, Jo•
seph Rauh, and John Kenneth Galbraith,

Nationalist China, coached by Anna Che.
nault, features yet another plea by
Chiang Kai•Shek on behalf of Joe Stilwell, Henry Luce and American military
aid. These two Free World powers tie,
with the U.S. winning the White Medal
by winning the toss of a coin, a new Hoo•
.
ver 1929 dime.
Right·wi.ng ter:r;orism, the next event;:
·t b G
, tr
· t
wa~ thought O e reece S S ong porn ,
but with the torture kings of the Mediterrane;m back home guarding the jail,
Brazil wins the White Medal, beating out
the Ton-Ton Macoute and Ed Hanrahan's
Panther•killing Chicago police. The Bra·1·
.
.
h
d l
Zl Jan captain, accepting t e me a ,
thanks u.S. "advisors" for their invaluable lessons and invaluable guns.
The first days' activi·ti·es end as a
dozen doves are released from the stadi•
um. The doves are then gunned down by
Bob Sikes' team of lifetime members of
the National Rifle Association.
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It's the right time
hy Rick Mitz

Rehabilitation
I tend to forget.
As I sit through classes in sociology,. as I talk humanism
in my student•oriented world, as I ponder What I Want To Be
When I Grow Up after college, as I write for this college
newspaper, I tend to forget that not everybody between the
ages of 18 and 25 goes to college. Some young people aren't in
academia because they're chosen other alternatives. Or be·
cause other alternatives have chosen them.
·
MILWAUKEE, WISC. - Atop a factory laden city, atop a
high hill, atop a huge new building, lie hundreds of prostrate
young bodies. There is no noise on the top floor except the
sound of an old movie on the community TV, the sound of
slowly turning wheels, the sound of an occasional doctor's diagnosis~ There is no laughter. Very little talking. It's not a
scene out of Marcus Welby. It's the real thing.
Down the hall in a starched white room lies a young Har•
vard graduate who will never see, speak, hear, taste or move
again. Vegetable. He just lies in bed and thinks. He can do
nothing else. Nearby, a kid in a bed chats with a guest. His
mother? His head is propped on three pillows and he talks
animatedly. A nurse wheels a sleeping patient to a therapy
room. He can't move anything below his neck.
They're all young. They're all our age. And they're all
quadraplegics. Paralyzed from their neck down, they walk
with their talk, they run with their ears, they move with their
eyes. From the neck down it's just the neck down. Their legs
are shrunken, their hands just slightly quiver. They may
never move again.

They did for their country.
They had not chosen to go to college. Now they have few
choices left.
.
.
I visited the Milwaukee VA hospital recenttly. I wandered
up and down hallways of the spinal injury ward and asked ·
the Vietnam veterans there what was important to them.
They often talked like elderly men in rest homes - reminis•
cing about their war years or months. Because they have lit•
tie else to do. Except wait till they get better. If ...
"Wliat's important to me?" said a 26-year old veteran
who'd been in this hospital for a year and a-half. "The war is
important to me. I totally agree with it. If I could get out of
this chair, I'd go back tomorrow and take care of them. I'm
waiting for the day I can start fighting again. America's
.
given me everything I've got."
A long·haired 22-year old sat up in his bed. A sign that
read "Love" hung over his head. "I'm not mad or bitter at
anybody. I'm just disabled. It just happened . My country said

go in there and so I did. I was brought up to believe not to
kill, but sometimes you have to kill to bring right. I'm happy
... I'm happy to be back here. Yeah ... When I came
back, my buddy took me out - and he didn't care if I was
disabled or not."
They talk about student protests. Surprisingly, as pro•war
as they are, they feel that students should protest the war if
they're against it. ·"They're protesting to get out of the war,"
one said. "That's what we're fighting for. It's a free country. "
"Noobdy likes to get killed,'' another said. "But burning
flags is hypocritical. If I saw anyone burning a flag, I would
have to shoot him. A lot of men died for that flag. If you
can't believe in your counrty, you don't belong. Get out."
"What's important to me now is that I'd like to go back
to school," said a qark•haired, good•looking young veteran
hunched over in a wheel chair. "I want to work with people,
to become a psychologist. I want to be able to cope. I want to
get back into society.
·
"The war? I never believed in killing people. I had to kill
people to survive. I think about it a lot. How would it feel to
you?" And then he began to cry.
They all want to "get back into society." But until then,
they live in a strange society which is a curious combination
of day-to•day rehabilitation activities, the disabled people
who surround them, their memories, and their hopes for the
future.
But what they don't know might hurt them. "Many of
them don't know how serious they are injnred," doctor at
the hospital said. "Many will be here for years. They have
many conventional dreams - maybe go to school, get a job,
get married, have children. They don't know, however," he
said sighing, "that they most likely won't be able to fulfill
that dream. We don't tell them. lt would be too shattering."

a

It's quJet. They don't talk much. Their worlds are basically lonely. When they do talk about the war, it's in glowing
patriotic terms, possibly .trying to justify their own disabilities - so that it shouldn't have been for nothing. Many talk
eagerly about going back to fight in Vietnam - as if, once
there, they'll be whole again.
We talk about the war too. As students, with Newsweek
and newsreel knowledge, we often talk all about it as if we
know all about it. But these non•students, residing with a
life.Jong lease on the top floor of a Milwaukee VA hospital, do
know all about the war. They are the war. It could've been
me. I tend to forget.
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Fashion humanizes Regents meeting ....
Wl I-HE(il?l~1rr PANTS ]~ACTOl~Y,
r.-,

By LIZ BARNES
Oracle Staff Writer

Regent Fred Parker wears
gold wire-rimmed glasses. Another Regent, Robert Mautz,
had a gay yellow daisy on his
lapel. Outspoken Chester Ferguson wore a polka dot tie.
And Elizabeth Kovachevich
wore a fashionable red dress .
All nine of the Regents appeared much different than
the puritanical, governing
group some students might
expect. They appear more
Jike the university students
themselves than either group
would ever guess.
Regents'
four lmur meeting in Tallahassee Friday, there were
moments when their impa•
tient, tense, or defensive faces
seemed like those of many a
student forced into the captivity of a less than pleasant
class.
Brows furrowed with concentration as the Regents
tried to listen to a long report
on Florida schools of engineering. Halfway into the presentation by the University of .·
Florida's vice president of AcDURING

THE

ademic Affairs, the quiet dignity of the meeting was shattered. Tampa Regent Ferguson, . pounding the desk in
I
front of him, shouted "I'm
personally tired of the constant criticism. I think . the
people of Florida can be
proud of their lniversity. I'm
going to keep on saying that!"
After Ferguson's defense of
Florida universities, which he
said n,Jght be "getting a lot
more than they pay for," the
pace of the meeting quickened. The seven men and two
women listeneq to arguments
supporting freshman visitation and promised to continue
listening and to again review
visitation at the December
meeting.

AT T.!IE very end of the
meeting, after routine voting
was completed, the Regents
quickly voted for a suspension
of FSU's Center for Participatory Education (CPE). The
vote came as a result of Jack
Lieberman's controversial discussion group.
Voting unanimously to ban
the program, the Regents ap•
peared not to be upset by the

Regents
(Continued from Pa.ge One)

tional University.
The Regents voted to wait
law and order."
for the results of the pilot proMarshall also approved o( ·gram, which will take over a
the suspension but noted he year, before making a deci. • has been and was still a . sion, but noted in the vote
strong defender of CPE.
that action must be taken for
The question of visitation universities that do not have
was again raised at the meet- data processing facilities.
ing. J ames Parrish, chairman
THE REGENTS also passed
of FSU's Committee for Visitation, asked the Regents to a resolution by Chester Ferbe rational rather than emo- guson which said "Let us run
tional about visitation and to our business instead of the
reconsider their current poli- Department of General Sercy. He refuted claims that vices."
students orlly complain and
University of Florida (UF)
never help solve problems, Vice President Harold Hanand suggested that second son defended UF's School of
quarter freshman be given E ngineering which Dr. Fred
visitation rights if they have Terman, Stanford University
permission from their par- vice president, labeled medioents.
cre in a report to the Regents
, BOARD CHAJRMAN Burke last month.
• Kibler said the visitation poli:
Hanson showed slides which
cy will be on next month's he said showed that UF was
agenda and Regent Fred Par• one of the best rated engineer· ker asked that Parrish give ing schools in the southeast.
the results of a poll FSU is Chester Ferguson, banging a
. conducting on visitation ·to the pencil on the table, said "How
Regents.
can our university be subject
In other ac;Uqn, the Regents . to ·criticism ... -w e have a
- rejected a mandate· by the· highly respectable r ating, bet· General Services Department ter than Georgia Tech."
to have upiversities share
In actions concerning USF,
their da ta processing centers the Regents approved the apwith those that do not have pointment of Dr. Lewis A.
the facilities. Most of the uni- Barness as chairman of Pedi. versity presidents opposed the atrics at USF's College of
program, · which would .be in- Medicine and granted USF
itiated without knowing the re- the right to accept certain
s ults of a p-Hot program being gifts from the USF Foundaconducted at Florida Interna- tion.
DOCTORS DJSCOVER NEW PILL FOR TREATMENT OF ACNE

This report_d_eals with a new form of s ulfur. Sulfur is probably the
saf~ t. medicine ~ own to man. M. Hannon found particles of
thewnized or activated s ulfur taken by mouth are so fine and
tiny_they can be absorbed rapidly from the intestine. Dr. Hannon
f eels t heionized sulfur's effectiveness occurs because it reacts
more rapidly to influence a ll organs including lungs, circulation,
kidneys a nd ·above all the s kin. This reaction takes place because
theionized sulfur not only is rapidly concentrated in the blood but
this high blood sulfide' level is carried to the skin to produce high
concentrations at the site where the acne begins. This is t he reason theionized sulfur is so effective in pustuar acne of' the teen•
ager. Dr. L. D. Bulkley confirmed Dr. Hannon's findings, He
'treated sixty-_ni~e acne patients witll theionized_sulfur a nalogue~
He found the1on1zed sulfur analogue effective for acne when used
a lon~ or combined with other measures. The drug was most ef•
•f ect1ve for t eenage acne whether pustular or cystic.
AVAILABLE without a prescription ••• AKNE-!{APS only $l.69

AVAILABLE AT BETTER- DRUG COUNTERS

student reaction to the sus•
pension. As students groaned
and tossed a few obscenities
into the air, Chairman Burke
Kibler adjourned the meeting,
and the Regents packed up
their papers and briefcases to
leave.

· An FSU student grabbed a
microphone and told the students, "Now it's up to us.
You've seen how the Regents
have acted irrationally. Now
it's our turn to act."

FSU STUDENT Government Pres. Ray Gross said
the Regent.decision was "unbelievable." He said he had
strong doubts about whether
the Regents had acted under
"government in the sunshine"
law, and that he thought the
decision had been prearranged.
Gross, who· is also president
of the Florida council of Student Body . Presidents, said
the suspension was "very tricky" and a "break of faith."
The Regents remained unperturbed. Most seemed willing to talk to students and reporters, as did the university
presidents who were also
present.

USF PRES. Cecil Mackey
seemed to feel that the Regents had acted in good faith.
He said the aim of the university is not to control free expression, but that the univer.sity must be responsible for
long term programs, such as
CPE discussion groups, so
long as it approves such programs.
Mackey said the university
must exercise control when a
group uses its facilities.
Regent Kovachevich, whose
term as Regent ends next
month, said she felt "lame
duck," but that at December's
meeting she would have

....

something to say. She said,
"My major concern is what
happens to you kids after you
leave the university."
She also said that her atti-

Board widens rift
over teachers union
9

The cleavage between university f a cul t y members
and university administrators
grew two steps wider during
the week as a result of actions
at USF, Tallahassee and
Gainesville.
The Florida Board of Regents ruled in a unanimous
vote that teacher groups could
not use state facilities to organize for the purpose of collective bargaining, at least for
the present.

In Gainesville, a statewide
meeting of the American Federation of Teachers (AFT)
moved to consolidate. its efforts on behalf of teachers by
ratifying a new constitution
and electing officers. They
are now considering action to
possibly oppose in court the
recent ruling by the Board of
Regents.
At USF, notice was given by
two faculty organizations of
plans to investigate letters of
"appointment" sent late to
members of the USF faculty,
after they had already begun
the quarter.
The National Society of
Professors and the AFT stated that the letters were not
only late, but also "vague, "
and are investigating whether
or not the letters "violate the
legal or professional s tandards of the profession."
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BEFORE YOU LEAVE
PICK UP YOUR PANTS
AT THE BETTER HALF.
WRANGLER AND MALE
JEANS $3.88
DRESS SHIRTS 2 for $5.00
KNITS $3.99

The Regents concluded their
afternoon in an adjoining
room where they had coffee
and cookies, and talked to
each other and to some stu·dents. A Regent told one student, " These are the best
years of your life, but you
wontt realize it until they're
over and . you're looking
Young men in six draft clas- back." ·
sification groups can change
to 1-A by Dec. 31 if their lottery number is over 125, according to Selective Service
authorities.
Affected in this decision are
young men with classifications
1-S, 2-A, 2-C, 2-D, 2-S and
3-A. When they change to 1-A,
they will enter second priority
status and cannot be drafted
until the others are called.
By becoming 1-A during
their prime selection period
they will not be draftable until
after the end of 1972. To be eligible, registrants must have
been born .in 1951 or before,
have a lottery number of 126
or above and not be on extended priority. The last item
can be checked at the registrant's local draft board.
Commenting on the policy
of dropping deferments, Selective Service Director Curtis
Tarr said, "Young men holding lottery numbers of :rum
126 or above can effectively
limit their vulnerability by
being classified 1-A by the
year's end. Since the law -allows young men to a pply for
deferments, we believe those
young men granted deferments should be able to drop
them if they desire."
USF administrative officials
could not be reached for com:
ment at press time.

Students may
become 1-A

~
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Pre-Christmas
SALE

930 East Fowler
Open Every Night 'Til 10:00

LUTHERAN WORSHIP
Christ The King
l.C.A.

Our Redeemer

11801 N. 56th St.
Worsh ip: 8:30 A.M.
11 :00 A.M.

304 Druid .Hills Rd.

L.C.M.S.
Worship: l 0:30 A.M.

CALL 988-6139 or 988-4025 For Transportation
Watch for announcements of Lutheran Student activities

Greyhound on
,campus!!

American Overseas Travel Corp.
· N~w An Appointed Greyhound Bus Line Agent

SPECIAL USF
Holiday Departures
Reservations, Schedules, Fares
Adm.102

Phone . .. 974-2695

American Overseas Travel Corp.

SKINNY RIBS
/.

25% OFF
930 East Fowler
Open Every Night 'Til 10:00

ORACLE CLASSIFIEDS
To order classifieds, use the form below. Fill in the
boxes allowing l box for each letter, space and
punctuation mark. Use additional form if more than
5 lines are re quired.

5 lines (31 characters/line)
Additional line
Repeated: 2-4 Issues
More than 4 Issues

$1.00
.1 S
.90*
.7S*

now buys
you all
the music.

• Per 5 lines (31 characters)

Mail the ad, with remittance (check preferred) to: Oracle
Classifieds, LAN 472 University of South Florida, Tampa,
Florida 33620. No refunds.

Deadline -

NOON FRIDAY

(_ _Number of
times to run.)

n
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Until very recently, if you set out with system available.
fo offer you a quality sound system at
four hundred dollars fo purchase a
No technical sorcery is responsible for a cost substantially lower than that
complete stereo system, you were
the surprising performance of the
which was previously possible.
likely to be disappointed. To purchase · Small Advent Loudspeaker. To build We include with the Garrard a
a music system that could reproduce into the speaker its excellent low
dust cover, a base, and Grado FTE
_the lowest octave(s) of deep bass, you frequency capabilities, Advent has had cartridge - a smooth, light-tracking,
found you had to spend about six
to give up a -small amount of
wide-range cartridge.-with fine high
hundred dollars; for four hundred
efficiency and power handling ability: frequency capabilities. It complements
dollars o component system did.not the Small·Advents will not play as
the excellent high frequency
exist which could produce really low loudly as the larger Advents.
characteristics of the Small Advent
bass.
The Pioneer AM/FM stereo receiver Loudspeakers and the Pioneer
But this hos now changed.
provides enough power to satisfy both receiver..
Because of two new products, we're· you and the Advent speakers; it
The complete system, guraranteed for
now able to offer (and guarantee) a delivers into the four-ohm Advents
two years, parts and labor, costs
complete AM/FM stereo phonograph more than 34 watts of RMS power, 399.95. You can sit back and hear oil
system which provides the necessary with less than 0.8 % total distortion. • the music.
.
range to reproduce all music. The
(RMS is the most demanding and least. *In most talk about stereo equipment,
system consists of two new Smaller flashy of the ·various power rating
o "new" product is one that is either
Advent loudspeakers, o Pioneer
systems.) The FM and AM tuner
"better" or "worse" than o "nof-new"
AM/FM stereo receiver, and a
sections ot the Pioneer receiver are product. (Sometimes it is "the some",
Garrard 55B automatic turntable both sensitive and selective: weak
but with a few additional frills- with a Grado cartridge.
. stations as well as strong will be
black-light front panel, Day-Glo
The newt' Smaller Advent
received with o surprising fullness and controls, Remote Control, etc.) The
loudspeakers and the Pioneer
clarity.
Smaller Advent Loudspeaker is really
receiver make possible the increased To match the level of quoli/y which the " new" - not better or worse than the
performance and lower cost of this Pioneer receiver and the Smaller original Advent. It was designed to
system.
Advent speakers represent, we
·answer a very real need - the need
The Smaller Advent is the only
recommend the Garrard 55B
a quality loudspeaker at low cost
loudspeaker costing less than the
automatic turntable. It hos o goo.d and of small size which could provide
original Advent which con reproduce heavy platter, a convenient cueing every so•nic characteristic that most
the entire musical range. Through the control, and minimal (also i_naudible) people associate with the best possible
Small Advent you can hear the bottom wow, flutter, and rumble. The
loudspeaker, when connected to a
octave of piano and pipe organ, the G1:1rrard, with the Advent speakers low-cost receiver or amplifier.
lowest notes of the double bass, or the and the Pioneer ·receiver, allow us
bottom string of on electric bass
guitar. (These low frequency sounds
hove a lot to do with the enjoyment
you will derive from your music
system.)
On all kinds of musical material, and,
under most listening conditions likely
to apply in most homes, the Smaller
Advent is the equal of any speaker

a

DO NOT ORDER BY PHONE

SPECIAL FOR

GUYS&GALS:

to her rather than to · the '
mother who originally said it.
Miss Kovachevich went on
to say that she will visit USF
on one of the first days of December. She plans to "keep
on the move, and see something of the school. I like it
that ~1/ay," she said, "because
I get to meet with students on
their own terms, step into
their classes, eat with them in
the cafeteria."

itii

.b

t4

tudes concerning visitation
had been overplayed by the
press when it took the infamous expression "taxpayers'
whorehouses" and credited it
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Across From Busch Gardens on 30th

Ph 971-4254

Hours 10 9< 7

Sat. 10-6

stereo
shop-

1536 south dale mabry, tampa, florida 33609
phone 251-1085

1
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'Poor workmanship' in

new USF building?
WE TAKE TRADE INS We Will Take Any One ·Pafr of Old
Jeans in Trade on Any One Pai"r of
New Jeans and Give You $1 Off.
930 East Fowler
Open Every Night 'Ti I 10:00

s◊\\ ThP,t>ING

~

WATER BEDS
KING SIZE

$25

By SUE KOSSOW
Oracle Staff Writer

The Florida State Board of
Regents has refused payment
of $150,000 to the Morgen Oswood Construction Company
for the construction of the
Language-Literature
US F
building, and has charged the
company with "poor work- _
manship."
Clyde Hill, director of Physical Plant, said, "The doors
do not meet the specifications
in any manner except color."
He further stated that, " Hinges have been pulling loose

20 YR, GUARANTEE

CANDLES
CUST()M LEATHER WORK
OQJETS D'ART
FROM
AFRICA & THE ORIENT
PIPES & PAPERS

We Specialize In Choppers
New and Used

15S0 FOWLER AVE. PH. 933-4552

PH.· 986-1400

AGUILAR
CYCLE SALES

from the doors since their
core material is not strong
enough to hold the screws."

SPEAKING FOR Morgen
Oswood, Mike Garrett, office
manager, said, "We received
a letter subsequent to the arrival of the doors informing
us that the doors did not meet
with the school 's specifications. We replied that the
doors were in fact of better
quality than what had been
specified. The Morgen Oswood
Construction Company had a
representative from the door
manufacturing company explain why the doors were better than those which had been
ordered to the physical plant
people."

Business
students

1 mile-~est of 301

on Fowler Ave.

recruited
The International Association of Business and Economic Students (AIESEC) is
currently seeking members to
replace upcoming June graduates, so as to perpetuate the
now three • year • old USF
student organization.
AIESEC began in the 1940's
and is now a world-wide organization , encompassing 80 colleges and universities in the
United States alone. Its pur·pose is to provide opportunities for cultural, social, and
academic awareness through
international st u d en t exchanges. AIESEC operates on
a one-to-one mutual exchange
basis.
The AIESEC local committee at USF solicits traineeships to local businesses. When
a company makes application
for a foreign trainee, it thereby opens up a traineeship
abroad and makes a USF student eligible to take a job
anywhere overseas. Traineeships last anywhere from
six weeks to 18 months and
pay a stipend that adequately
covers living expenses. Students pay only for {ravel.

The first
malt liquor
good.enough
to be called

BUDWEISER@

The only requirements are
that students be degreeseeking and that they havecompleted two full years of
university • level study at the
time of the commencement of
the traineeship.
Students must also obtain
up to 12 credit hours upon
completing the traineeship,
applicable to business, international relations, and general electives.
For further information, AIESEC is located in the Student Organizations Office, UC
156, 255-0061 or 933-1134.

ANHEUSER-BUSCH, INC. • ST. LOUIS

MAKE YOUR
)J APPOl·NTMENT

Litter gits got ••.

Hill said, "The doors have
to be replaced, and some sort
of wearing surface will have
to be placed over the rough,
cracked and gouged areas of
the patio vending area. This is
merely poor workmanship.
"In any concrete construction, some cracks and gouges
are always present. The
cracks were a d e q u a t e l y
patched, and gave an appearance of good workmanship,"
said Garrett.

. . . by long time USF
grounds man Joe Hansberry and his "lit.fer gitter."
Litter gitting Joe, who's
been working for the USF
Grounds Deparhnent for
almost four years and
comes to work at 6:30
a.m. daily, helps to keep
the campus clean.

"OUR IMMEDIATE intention is to meet with Gordon
Kelly, the Board of Regents'
architect, and director of
physical planning. fie will
look over the building to decide if it meets the specifications," Garrett said.
"The last time we met with
Kelly,· he noted a few minor
items to be taken care of before the building would meet
final acceptance. We are quite
certain he will find the building meets the specifications
and that we have fixed the
items he mentioned last time.
We have had many meetings
on the building and pointed
out that workmanship is as
good as or better than any
other ·building on the USF
campus. \Ve have also pointed
out other buildings which are
of poorer quality than this
one. I think the building certainly does meet specifications,'' Garrett said.

Socialist Jenness aids
Radical Jack, abortion
By LIZ BARNES
Oracle Staff Writer

TALLAHASSEE - A female
candidate for President flew
into Tallahassee Friday lo
lend her support to "Radical
Jack" Lieberman, and flew
out to join the Woman's National Abortion Coalition in its
Saturday march in Washington, D.C.
Linda Jenness, the Socialist
Worker Party's nominee for
President in '72, explained
that Jack Lieberman's class
"How to Make a Revolution in
the U.S." must be supported
by university students and _
faculty. She explained that it
is not a matter of the class'
content but of freedo m of
speech. She stressed that freedom of speech for all must be
guaranteed, and that a precedent of suppression must not
be allowed.

MISS JENNESS, -who said
her party receives most of its
support in New York state,
said that she is a firm believer in progressive universities.
She said the role of the uni versity should be to buil d
worthwhile movements to
work for change in America.

She stressed that most universities are designed to fit
students into conventional so·
ciety so they can be controlled by those in power.
Concerning Florida State
University's refusal to allow
Lieberman's class under the
auspices of · the university,
Miss Jenness said she -and her
party would "fight it all the
way."

MISS JENNESS went on to
say that Saturday's march in
Washington was proposed to
condemn archaic abortion
laws. She cited the recent conviction in Florida of Shirley
Wheeler, the first woman in
America ever to be convicted
for having an abortion, as a
reason for her support of the
march.
She explained that the
Woman's National Abortion
Coalition has three purposes:
repeal of abortion laws, repeal of contracep_tive laws,
and enactment of .new laws to
prevent forced sterilization.
Miss Jenness also said that
her party is supporting Mrs.
Wheeler's appeal, and that
the case might go all the way

to the Supreme Court.

"OVER 1000 women were
butchered last year," she
stressed. "Over 200 were murdered, and one out of three
children born last year was
born unwanted." Miss Jenness was one of the speakers
at Saturday's march .
Comparing the 1968 Eugene
McCarthy campaign with the
campaigns now in progress,
she stated that McCarthy's
role had been to get radical
young people "off the streets
and into the Democratic
party." She said that George
McGovern is doing the same
sort of thing by trying to land
the votes of the 25-million persons who are eligible to vote
for the first time next Novem•
her.
She also criticized the Woman 's Political Caucus. She
said the Democratic party has
proved that it cannot meet the
people's demands, · and that
since the Caucus works within
the system to elect its candidate, "it is fitting into the hip
pocket of the Democratic
Party."

SHE SAID she has chal-

-;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;============;;;;, ' Ienged McGovern to a debate
"anywhere , anytime," but
that so far he has turned her
down. "We think he's chick. en," she said. She added that
Republican Paul_ McCloskey
has agreed to debate her, and

WIN A KINGSIZE
WATERBED!!
Just drop off this coupon at

1h.

12943 Florida Avenue

CLEARANCE SALE

Drawing - Dec. 4 at 6:00
The Oldest, Bestest, Cheapest
Head Shop in North Tampa
Biggest Selection of Papers in Tampa

Records• Tope
'

Players

~ ·

--------------------

GOLF SALE
CONTINUED
SENIORS

to increase

after Jan. 1
The fee for taking the College-Level Examination . program (CLEP) tests -will increase from $15 to $25 after
J an. 1, 1972.
No reason for the 66 per
cent increase was given in a
bulletin from the College Entrance Examination Board,
(CEEB) according to Dr. Edward Caldwell, ·director of the;
Office of Evaluation Services."
The increase in fees has·
nothing to do with USF'{
Evaluation services. "CEEB
runs the program,'' Caldwellsaid. "They establish the test~
ing centers and the r~gistration for the examinations is
through them."
The general examination,
fee is now $15 for one to five
tests . . After Jari; 1, the cost
will be $15 for phe, and $25 fol:'.
·
two to five.

;

Phone .... . . . .. .. . . ..... .. .............. .. ........... ......... .

WILSON
SPALDING

Exam fees

Subject examinations will
remain the same, $15 each. :,

Address . . . ..... .. . .. . ... .. .... . .. . . .. . . . ... .. . .. . .. . . . . .. - . - - ;

'

Her party, one of four Socialist parties in the United
States, doubled in 1968, ·,sh·e
said, when its candidate§", ~Qt
60,000 votes. She said the
party was- first formed in
1938. Interested persons _may
obtain inforinalton by CO_!)_t§.f j:ing the Socialist Wor-ker'.s
Party, 68 Pe_achtree . St.,
Atlanta, Ga., phone number
A. C. 404, 523-0610.

i

Name . . ....... ... .......•....•.... • ........ -· ·· ·· ·· · · · · · · ····

SAVINGS
UPTO

·

that they will meet in New
England sometime in December.

40%

The CLEP Tests, through;
which· students can receive'
credits in Basic Studies cours:
es, are given the third Satur-.
day of each month at USF:
They are offered in five gen-.
era! subjects, or in specified
individual subjects.

LUTZ PAINT ·-,·
&

BODY SHOP. :'.

MacGREGOR
NORTHWE$TERN

SIGN UP NOW TO HAVE YOUR YEARBOOK PORTRAIT TAKEN

SENIOR PORTRAITS - JAN. 10 - 14
- SIGN UP BEFORE DEC. 3

LAN. 472

974-2679

FLORIDA ATHLETIC CO.
1S14 FLORIDA AVE.

Ph. 229-0181

907 EAST 129th AVE.

• I

Shorter work week
on -trial at USF

YouR INFORMATION

··foR

accommodate the ru·sh of students at the be•
ginning of Quarter 2. '·
·
The center will be open from 9 a.m. to 7
p.m. Monday through Thursday . and from 9
a.m. to 4 p.m:· Friday during the week of registration and the first twq. weeks of classes,
2.
The Yugoslavian professor is qirector of the. Jan. 3-7, 10-14 and 17-21. Following this p_eriod,
Institute of E·conomic Research in Belgrade and the Center's hours .,vill be .noon to 7 p.m. Monday through Thursday and hoori to 4 p.m. Fria member of Federal Parliament.
'
.
.
. Soskic served as Dean of Faculty ·of .Ec.o- day.
..
nomics at the University o,f Belgrad~. from
1964-67 and his publications include mote than , · New speech' courses offered
50 books and articles. · ··"
.J •
Speech arid arti&ilation s~ilica!ly ·for forDuring Quartei·"-2 he" \viiI serve_ in the De- eign students ~vill i:Je offered beginriing Quarter
2. .
.
partment of International Studies.
.·
~.; .
~
~
The new cout~s. SPE 103 and SPE 104, will·
, , · '-' ·, Educators to meet ·
.
emphasi~e
listening comprehe_nsion, pronuncia,
The Center for Continuing ·Education Will
.
'
, tion · and int~nsive study and drµI in each stu~
sponsor a conference for state adult and con. dent's l,m~age proplerp ai:ea . • _ :
tinuing education perso nef on Dec. 8 and 9.
SPE 104 will further stress public speqking.
.• The program is designed for. puqlic school,
Instructors for the new courses will be Mrs.
adult, community junior college, and college
and university continuing .education educators. Mercedes Long and Dr. Emilio Perez.
Advance registration by,:,• mail is required
Bicycle tour plan.ned
and registration forms arid information may"
be obtained by writing to pie Center for ConA 40-mile bicycle tour to Gibsonton is being
tinuing Education, University1 of South Florida,. sponsored by the USF Bicycle Club on Sunday,
Tampa, 3_3620.
., ..
Nov. 28.
All interested. cyclists should meet in front
:··. :rJ\ompson named vice pr~sid~n~
of the USF Administration .Building at 7.:30
• · .. ..enneth W!•'I:hompson, 30, 'has been named a :m. The ride includes bredkfast in Gibsonton .
, f~~ new ·position of as~istant• v,ic_e president
For further information, call Dr. Ray V.
: _ioi administration ;md he .. has ,fllready as- Poore, ext. 2930.
1 ~ d his d~ties here: ~: •.. ·- ·.•
.(
1
; ::rJ!ompsqn will work closely with Albert C.
Veteran's Club meets
" ~tley, viee presidenffor administration, and
Interest is ristng _concerning a Veteran's
.
:have direct ·responsibility for USF's pet - -Club. An orgai:iizational meeting will be held
el services: computer center an_d auxiliary Nov. 29 in UC 158. All interested are urged to
'. ~Jvices. .
.·
.,. ~
attend ·at 7 p.m : · ·
• ~. The new official seroed as director of uni.: versity computer systems at_'Florida State Unii..
sp·eaker sponsqred
~ versity since September, 1970; He .haq· been .in
USF!s World Affairs Council is sponsoring a
: charge of all phases of administrative data speaker today at _2 p.m. in UC 158. Mohamed
,; pn:>cessing·there.
\
Nabavi of Iran · will. speak about students on
campus, the 2,500th ·a nniversary of iran and
'Farr~II t; $peak ·on 'E_nglish Ed
the current stand of Iran- in the United NaDr. Edmund ·, Farrell, ~ssociate executive tions. He will
also give a slide presentation .
. secretary of the National Council of Teachers
The
public
is
invited.
._
-• of English, will speak Dec. 1 at 3 p.m. in the
Business Auditorium.
·
.
Invitations sent
Farrell ~ill also s·p eak at . Dixie Hollins
Seniors
in
the t op 10 per cent ·of their classiHigh School in St: Petersburg ·on Dec. 2 at 7:30
. fication enrolled in Quarter I have been mailed
p.m.
- .
.
~~
.
, _Botli meetings are open ' to the public, with invitations · to' · become affiliated ,vith Phi
Kappa . Phi. Initiation will be Dec. 8 at 2 p.m.
no admission charge. · ·
·
in the University Center Ballroom.
'
· Fellowship capplic~tion~ accepted now
J l\niors and graduate students will be conUSF's Graduate Council is now accepting ; sidered for spring initiation. ' ·
applications for the University Scholar Fellow- :
Hot line
ships for 1972-73.
Applications are available in the Graduate
· Pres. Cecil Mackey ,viii hold a hot line sesStudies Office, Administration 226 and the Col- sion today, at 1.J, a.m. in UC 255.
lege J:?ean' s offices.
·

Visiting prof will be Soskic

USF and The Fulbright Commission have
arranged for Branisfav Soski.c, professor of
economics from the University of Belgrade, to
serve as visiting professor here during Quarter

.

S~ offers bus 'trip

;

Library hours set for bre.ak
The Library hou~ from Dec. 3 to , Jan. 5
, will -be 8 a.m. to 5 p.m., Monday throug!J Fri'day. . The Library will be closed weekends. , It
-{yJ lt also be closed from Dec. 23 to 27, Dec. 31
·to·Jan.
2.
·
•1 1
l:

... ;., Staff gets ·Disney discount
. ···A chapter of Walt Disney's Magic Kingdom

'CluW, which will enable :usF staff members ·to
•fl!teive substantial discounts at Disney· world
and Disneyland in California, has been .estab- 1islied here. Membership is free and cards are
available to all interested staff members at
the personnel office reception desk.
.
•·

Season basketball ticket:s ·on sale ,

Reservj!d seat season tickets for USF' s
1971-72 ..basketball games are now on sale for
$22.
.
·
The first of 11 home games will be against
Florida, Dec. 14, •·at Curtis Hixon Convention
Center. For tickets and sc'hedules call the USF
·• Athletic Department e?(t. 2125.

_Reception for Dean plann~d
There will be · a reception in , the UC . Ballroom Dec. 2 at 3 p.m. for Dr. Harris Dean who
is retiring at the end of the year. The University community is invited.

Special textbook hours ~t for Quarter
.Tlie · text~ok center plans special hours to
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By ED CONWAY

>

Oracle Staff Writer

A four day work week, recently inaugurated on a trial
basis by the USF Physical
Plant,. might mean increased
efficiency and employee morale in universities throughout
the United States.
The Florida State Personnel
Board approved. the four-day
arrangement on Oct. 18 and
Physical Plant ad6pted it this
month. John Weicherding,
personnel · d i rec to r, said
"We're using the . four-day
week in the Physical Plant on
a trial basis. Actually about
70 employees out of 80 are on
-five-day schedules, b~t one
half of that force comes in on
Mondays and the other half on
Fridays.
,
"THE 70 WORK a 40-hour
week, from 7 a.m. to 5:30
p.m. daily with a half' hour
lunch period. The trial is to
run through May 18 at which
time we'll submit our evaluation to the Board ,and request
that the arrangement lle
maintained or discontinued,
depending on its success."
Physical Plant personnel
said they favored _the arrangement. Mikel Arms, motor vehicle operator II, said "I'm

not on the four-day week but
think I'd favor it because it
would allow me to accomplish
more ·work around my home.
With the five-day week, I get
home too late to really do
much work outside. During
the holidays, the extra day off
would allow some time for
visiting relatives outside the
state. I really hoge the trial
proves successful."
Carl Heath, electrician, said
"My department just went on
the four-day work week on the
·12th and I love it. I think it's
more efficient and we get a
lot of work done because
there isn't so much moving
back and forth to get materials. We also get a cha\1~ .to
take care of things at liome
and don't have to take sick ,
leave to do things like visiting
the dentist."
·

WEICHERDING SAID sev·eral other USF offices, "especially the . registrar's office,"
have indicated they want to
be placed on the four-day arrangement. James Lucas,
·registrar, said, '.'The arrangement would allow us · to be
open four nights weekly to
serve our very large number
of evening students. We would
also have more time for proc-

GORDON'S

Boutique Diamonds
(c,t prices which
are ever so humble!)
Just add a Christmas tag and feel pleased
, with yourself. Come see our boutique•
look diamonds, in 14 Karat gold -

essing, but there's a question
whether my office staff could
work more efficiently for 10
hours daily."
· Weicherding said, " the
major problem we face with
the arrangement is trying to
arrange schedules. Small departments, which have only
one or two people in their offices, really can't get away
with using the plan because it
requires a split work force."
The arrangement resulted
fr-om a construction projec.t on
Bay Campus and a survey.
Weicherding said workers on
the project were able to save
travel time and seemed to
work m'ore efficiently. Also a
survey conducted in 1970 revealed that only Miami-Dade
Junior College's central duplicating office was using the arrangement,- but that it had increased production.

.. ,._ ■

E
' S® locations:

...._.

West Shore Pla10
Britton Plaza
My,howyouvechanged 604 Franklin St.
11wn1Rs

-

Free Gift Wrap.
.
layaway now for Chrislmas. Or,_charge it.
Z ~les Cus tom Cho1rse • Zo1lrs Rr volving_Charge

·. UNIVERSITY CHILD CARE CENTER
13901 N. NEBRASKA AVE.
(Near The Fletcher Ave Exit of 1-75)

A Complete Program of Child Care Services Designed For The
Children of ~orking Mothers.

~JEWELERS

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

to . game

Student Government is organizing a bus
trip to USF's-first varsity basketball game at
Stetson in Deland. The game is scheduled for 8
p.m., Dec. 1; The price for a round trip bus
and game ticket will be $6.25 and will include
full insurance. Those interested can call ext.
615 or go· to the Student Organizatioqs Office.
There will be an additional 50 cent charge for
non-students.

Day Nursery
Kindergarten
Open 24 Hrs. & Weekends,
Baby.Sitt_ing, All Hours
Overnight and Weekend Boarding
Nutritious Hot Meals
Pr~fessional Supervision
Low Ra!es_ByThe Hour, DayorWeek
10%,Permanent Discount To.All USF
.SJ.~~~~t~,.f~~u!ty-! ~!ld $t~f.
Apply at 13·90TN~-Nebraska Ave.
or-Call: 971-2469

literature contest sel
The National Society of Arts and 4tter,s is
sponsoring a national competition in literature.
The category for 1972 is Plays for ehildren'.s
.Theatre.
$1000 will be awarded to the .first place winner, on tlie national level and $500 wilJ go to
sec~nd place. In addition, ,'.'.t liere..will be substantial local awards including $500 first ,prize.
· All ~pplications must ~ - seni t1. Mrs:
Perpall, 1704' N. Osceola ; Ave., Clearwater,
33515. Applications must be received no later
than Jap. 1, 1972. Th~ finished m,a nuscript
must be· su~mitte!l tQ Mrs. Perpall . .no later
than Feb. 1.
··• /'
A brochure is available in The,Oracle newsroom, LAN 469, whkh covers rules for entry in
the Natjomil Career Award CompetitiOJJ. - .
Local award·s wi+I be . presente!l ~ .by 'the
Clearwater Chapter a t' a luncheon at the Belleview Biltmore Hotel, Clearwater, March 18.

Rex

Gi~E~~~~s
IN TAMPA SHOP AT GORDON'S

• 3924 BRITTON PLAZA SHOPPING CTR,
• HORTHGATE SHOPPING CENTER
• TERRACE PLAZA, TEMPLE TERRACE'
OTHER STORES IN: ST. P!TERSBURG, CLEARWATER,
SEMINOLE, BRADENTON, PLANT CITY ANO LAKELAND 9•2•06•14

--
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'69 1ion, radio, heater, a!~Squarel,ack,
auto"!_ptic
.
conditio'ning, bllle fini1h,stock $2)97
tran ■ mis-

VOLKSWAGEN 3~ 13

.,

RBAD'F
IIOW!

. town house units with two separate _
·-' lev.els, a group. living area and your
own room-for the private times.
• close to everything • all electric
. kitchen • centra1 heat & air conditioning
• modern Barcelona style furnishings• Wllll
to wall shag carpeting • private entranceway
• two pools • a modern recreation area ·

·.
.

STVDJ!:X'r

#11461 ............................................... ........ .

169 hh with l~t\herette interior,
Pastl,ack, radio, heater, reel fin•$1·597
1tock #1232 ••••••••• •
· . 169 •tion, flnish;'sto•k
Sedan, radio, heater, air concli• $]697
'6'8 ,with
Squarol,ack, radio, heater, reel $]597··
1nterio~, stock #15931 •••••• ·••• ••.
'68 ins,, lleigo fini1h, #
$2097
'68
Sed11n, automatic stick shift,
.
:radio/ heater, beig~ finis~ with leatherette finish, $)297
I

,),

j'

••·

VOLKSWAGIN 3111
.

VOLKSWAGEN 1131
green

.

l

#1272

V~LKSWAGEN 3~1T
l ■ atharette

VOLKSW,'GEN 2·215 9-pauenge~ Bus, air condition1661 • •• ••, ••• , • ••• •• •• ,,,,,, .. ,. ·

•

VOLKSWAGEN 1132

stock #1651 ••• •·••·•••·• ••• ••• •• ••• •••· . ~.. .. .... . .

65

1

VOLKSWAGEN Kamper, fully equipped •••• , •• , .....

$1497

· Smaller groups or individuals
will. be introduced topotential
roomm.ates by the management,

'
N

-;::~

,_

......
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-Coca-Cola." and - c oke .. a.re t e~i,tered trade-mark.-s wtuch iderihl y the uma product ol Th • Coca•Cora Company.

. .. .

JUST OFF FLETCHER AVE. ON 42nd ST.

APARTMENTS

•

Bottled under the authority of The Coca~Cola Company by: TAMPA COCA-COLA BOTTLER

'
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GEN ERAL.BOOKS IS .HAVING A
CH.RIST

.
{

,. i.

located downstairs
in the USF Bookstore & Campushop

Price
10% Off $Ole
,.
~

.

SAVE $49,55

PHOTOGRAPHY IN THE TWENTIETH CENTURY. By Nathan Lyons. This many-faceted collection of 155
black-9nd-whita photograph,, printed one to the
page, represents the work of 150 photographers
whose output dotes from the lost years of the 19th
century to the mid-1960'•· The subject matter ranges
.from portraits to cityscapes to abstractions. Atget,
Bischof, Brassoi, Cortier-Bre55on, Penn, Steichen, and
Weston ore among the great camera artists repr■•
sented. lO"xl 1". Pub. at $l5.00. , • Sala 7,98.

...•:,.
. ..

•••••

THE GUTENBERG BIBLE: Facsimile ldition. In three
volumes (two of the Old Testament, one of the New
Testament). A legendary treasure - the sacred Gutenberg Bible - now available in a superb facsimile
edition. With eight magnificient color plates in the
New Testament volume. Of immense value and inter•
est to churches, seminaries and libraries, collectors
and connoiueurs. 1282 pp., printed on poparfaithful
in color, texture and size lo the original; bound in'.library buckram. 1 O"x 14" in slip-case. Pub. at $69.50
.
'
· ••• Very Special at 19,95,

.

•

./
.,t
_,'.

r

SAVE $7.00
LAROUSSE ENCY«OPEDIA OF WORLD GEOGRAPHY.
Ed. by Pierre Delfontaine.. Fwd. by L Dudley Stamp.
736 double-column_pages, over 800 special mops
and photographs, 86 in full color! Unequalled for ref•
erence, fascinating for reading - the story of 3 bil•
lion people, the widely-diffe'ring lands in which they
live, t~eir-intar-relatianships and inter-dependence.
Each naJioh is considfed logically and at length relative to its importance in world affairs, CJ:)mporing social, economic, political and natural resources and
explaining how fhese are controlled by physicol; fi•
noncial and industrial condition._ 8 l[z"x11". Orig.
$19.95 ••• Vary Special at 12,95.

.

SAVE $12.00
WILDERNESS klNGDOM: INDIAN LIFE IN THE ROCKY
MOUNTAINS, By Nicolas Point, S.J. This wordand-pidure raP.ort in the form of a priest's illustrated
diary (1840-1847) is the only firsthand information
we hove of Rocky Mountain Indian life in the early
days a f the American frontier. Written by a man who
hod a true appreciation of Indian cu lture, it describes
customs, habits, religion, and family life. More than
250 illustrations from the original manuscript
complement and illuminate t he text, Pub, at $21.95
.•• Sale! 9,95;

SAVE $7.05
.

lore crnd lure of Oufer Space - ASTROLOGY AND THE
PLANETARY WORLD. By E.& J. Lehne r. Over 300 rare
woodcuts and engravings show both ancient and
modern interpretations of the meoninsi and influence
of planets, zodiac signs, constellations, comets, me-teors, and asteroids. With fascinating notes on astrology's sister sciences - cortomancy, planetary al•
chemy, etc. - and the Ptolemaic: universe. A unique
and enchantinsi trepsury. 8 1/.a"xl I". Pub. at $7.95
• 1 Sale 3,98.

· BA5I$ FOR "'ARKETiNG. DECISION

Through Contr,olled Motivation Research. By Louis
Cheskin. Usefor ravelatio"'ris and techniques from recant in-depth c·ons1.1mer research to help the llusiness•
man solve marketing problems: Orig. $5. 95 •• .• Sole

·

..)

;._.

THE WORLD OF RENAISSANCE FLORENCE. Ed. by G.
Martinelli. Reconstructs the life of the city when Mi•
chelongelo, Botticelli, Boccaccio, Cellini,Golileo,Mo•
chiovelli, Donte, Uccello, Donatello and Leonardo
de Vinci mode their mark 9n the city that gave the
Western world a glorious/ heritage. Over 270 Full
color illus., 9 ¾"xl 3½t". Pub. at $20.00 • ; • Sole
12.95.

· SAVE. $5.00

AMERICA'S FOUC ART: ·Treasures of Folk Arts : &
Crafts F~om Distinguished Museums & Co!lections.
Ed. bv R.L Pollev,.250 reproductions, 63 in full color.
Lavish presentation of pre-1900 glassw_a re, pottery,
porcelain; country furniture, needlework, textiles;·
primitive paintings, wagons, guns, .Western .gear,
toys,:-pewter, ate. With biogs of craftsmen and monuf adurers. 9"xl2". Pub. at ~12.95. ,; Safe 7.95.

1,98, ,:

'

·-·· .

'sAVE $6.0.5

HISTORY OF AMERICAN COSTUME 1607 • 1B70, By
Elizob&th McClellan. Illus. by Sophie B. Steel. Intro.
by Robert Riley of the Fash ion Institute of Tec hnology. Re-issue of classic: work or Spanish; French, Eng•
li,h and Dutch opparel in the Colonies, and ·early
_ American dress in the Republic. Provides comprehensive information on men's, women's and children's
wear for oil classes, ages, occupations and occa•
sions Nearly 800 rare illustrations. Pub. ot $12.50

.

.

LAROUSSE ENCYCLOPEDIA OF THE HRTH. By Leon
Bertin Intro. by Carroll LO:ne Fenton. Nearly 500 ·
· double-column pages, over 500 specie! photos and
diagrams, 20 in full color! up-to-date, scientifically ·
accurate, lucidly written ..: ~verything you want or · .
need to know about the Geology,,Minarology, and ·
: Paleontology of our planet: covers the forinaiion ~f
the seas and glaciers, nature of volcanoes and earth-

.

••• SaleS.95.

quakes, sources of.climate, water, minerall'; ·o r4t1, of IS,

......

. natural gases, hydra-electric, s olar and nuclear
powf!_r, etc. Includes excitingly-illustratedcchapters .
on fossils, flora, fauna-, amphibians, momm6l_p,f the
Paleozoic, Maso1.oic, and Cenozoic Eros. 8½!!x1 l".
Orig. $15.00 ••• Safe 8.95

ENGLISH PAINTED ENAMELS, By Therle and Bernard
Hughes. Masterly study of thase exquisite triflas, featuring the famous • Batteneo" p ieces. 90 superb illustrations in color and b&w of snuff boxes, scent bot•
ties, etuis, patch boxes, medallions, etc:, P.ub. at
$4.95 ••• Sale 1.91.

SAVE $15.05
CREATORS, COllECTORS, CONNOI_SSEURS, By Niels
von Holst. 405 plates, 32 in color. Unique, absorbing
volume on history of creation and acquisition. Recounts the effect of wars, politics, religion, social
c hange and vagaries of fashion on the fate of priceless statues, paintings, and other works of art. The
Medici, the Popes, Catherine the Great, Napoleon,
J.P. Morgon,others. 9 ¼"xl 11/a", handsomely bound.
Rag, $25.00 •• -. Sale 9,95.

SAVE $5.97

THE JACE OF THl NUDE: A studii■ Beauty. By John
Brophy. 102 magnifice nt color plates. Fascinot/ng
study of the relationship of the face and body in
Western art, Botticelli, Laonarclo, Gainsborough,
Watteau, Toulousa-Lautrec, Picasso, et al. Fajthful
reproductions reveal every nuance _in expression,
every data if of modelling and coloration, 9 ux1 1½t".
Reg. $9.95 ••• Safe 3,98.

SAVE $15.05
THE GO~DEN AGE OF TOYS. By Jae Remis• & Jean
Fondin. Eloquent history of the tiine whe n toys were
young and gay. Everything-from animals, dolls and
toy soldiers to ships, cars, trains and aeroplanes from
1860 to 1914. 629 reproductions, including 35 full•
color prints handspastad to the page and 44 color
plates. Easily the most irresistibly charming &ind
sumptuous volume on toys ever pra!:luced. Pub. at
·
$30.00 ••• Sola 14.,S,

FOLKLORE AND O.DYSSESYS OF FOOD AND MEDl~INAL
PLANTS. By Ernst & Johanna Lehrier. Illustrated with
over 2 00 woodcuts from ancient manuscripts and
rare herbals. Stories of common and uncommon
herb•~ grains, plants and stimulants - Origins, legends and· useful discoveries to which tfiey hove led.
8½"x 11 ". Pub. at $4.95 . , • Sale 2.98

SAVE$11,55 .

.

.

..

THE WORLD OF LOVE, Ed. by I. Schneider. Magnificent, two-volume collection of great writings on the

: ·_. ·
~~

·

or Kilo
-- -,

meanings, experiences: and varieties of lovfl as re--

corded by more than 100 of the world's foremost p hilosophers, theologians, psychologists, anthropologists, biologists, poets and novelists - from·Aristotle
and Plato through Dostpievsky, Freud, Proust, D.H.
lawrenece, Rilke, Thurber, Satre, et al. Over I, 100
pages. Orig. $17.50 •• .-Sole 5,95;

DOLlS AND DOUMAKERS. By Mory Hiller. Lavishly illustrated history of development, d ..ign, use, fasci•
noting varieties of dolls from eoriiast surviving examples to playthings of today, Di1cusses makers, details
of materials, technical processes, patents, etc. 264
c harming reproductions, 33 in color, of outstondinsi
mu Hum and colle<:tors' dolls around the world. Pub.
·
at $15.00 ; •• Sola 1,95.

1

/

THE COUECTING MAN. By John Bedford, Handy,
·copiously illustrated guide to collecting - apothe. cary fars to mechanical banks - as a hobby and as
an inveatment. Includes a reading list of specialist
stud iei; hints on buying and selling, review of current
•prices. Pub. at $5.95 ••• Sole 1.98,

110HEMIAN ENGRAVED GlASS. By Zuxana Pesotova.
Surveys the exquisite art which hos won Bohemian•
Czechoslovakian glass-cutters and engravers international fame, from 16th-century beakers.with floral
motifs to abstracts by Poul Hlava. 130 plates illust.rate prize examples - ·miraculous effects af light,
lina and space! 9"xl I". Reg, $7.95,. , 'sole 3.98

/

PICASSO: SIXTY YEARS OF GRAPHIC WORKS. Intros.
by O.H. Kahnweiler & B. Geiser. The stunning cato- '
logue of the 1966 Los Ang etas County MuHum Exhi•
bition c:ommemorotinsi Picasso's 85th birthday. 442
reproductions of Picasso's best aquatints, dry points,
etchings, engravings, lithogroph1, etc. - from 1905
to the p resent, 9 ½"x10½". Pub. at $12,SO, • , Sole

5.95

THE ILLUSTRATED ·ENCYCLOPEDIA OF STAMP COL·
lECTI~. By Of:to Horriung: Over 900 detailed black
and 1Nhite Hlustrationi, plus 150 in full color and an
informative text, provid e a comprehe nsive description and analysis of the art of collecting, plus notes
on wat!!rmOr~s, postmarks, cancellations, perforations, printinsi-ond design from the beginning of postal history. An invaluable guide for the novice, refer•
1 enc:• work fo r th, expert, and an e ntertaining book
for all. 8 "xl 0 ½" ••• Special Import 5.95.

·1

·w:,t -

MASSACRES OF JHE
W■~ of tll■
MOUNTAINS.' By J.P. Dunn, Jr. Unexpurgated, Hocmajor e ngagement
·every
of
umented . narrative
fought between the white men and1he Indians from
1815 to 1875. Custe r's Lost Siand, Geronimo and the
Apaches, Sitting Bu II, Kit Caroon, etc., etc. 669
pasi11.' lllu,. Pub. (!t $6.95. , Sala 3.91.

Jndlan

I
THE RISE AND FALL OF AMERICAN HUMOR. By Jesse
Bier: Comprefie nsive, incisive history from the Jacksonian period to modern times. Discusses Mork Twain,
Josh Billings, Joel Chandler Ha rris, Ade, Lardner,
Thurber, Chaplin, W.C. Fields, the Marx Bros., Lenny
Bruce, Uick Gregory, cartoonists, ra d io and T.V. com•
ics, et al. Photos. $ I 0.00 ••• Sale 3,98
Robert F~rber's TWELVE MONTHS OF FRUIT: ·
This celebrated portfolio of twelve
.18th-century master fruit studies is faithfully
reproduced from one of the r:>rest a nd most
voluo~le collections of color engravings. In
delighiful monthly arrangements, over 400
different varieties of fruits and fruit blossoms
a re portrayed, each· identified in e legant
Spe ncerian script a t the bottom of the prints.
joy to own or give, they will odd dei:orotive
drama to any interior, hung individua lly or in
imagina tive wall grouRing s. 15½"x21" portfolio. Set of 12 prints - Only 10.00..

us

OLD MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS. By Re ne Cfemencic.
100 illustrations, 24 in color;--The author lay• ampha•
sis not only on vi_s uol beauty and superb craftsmanship of Renoiisance and Baroque comets, crum•
·homs, recorders, violas de gamba, harpsichords oncl
many others, but their sound qualities as well. Music
lovers and pictur, collectors alike will drool over the
rare engravings and unu,,uo l photograph,. 8Mx8½".
Pub. at $5.95 •· •• Sola 3,91.

BOOKSTORE & CAMPUS SHOP

ANCIENT CRETE. P.~otograj:,hs by Leonard Mott: Text
by S.- Ala!ciou, e t al. Ha re in vivid text and 182 gorsieous pictures (32 in color) is all of our knowledge of
the rich and complex c ulture of ancient Greece. De
scribes' tha art, architecture, sculpture, pottery and
wall pointing as well as old and newly-excavated arc haeological sites of this ruggedly b eautiful island
that nourished the first great art of the West.
9 ½"x12". Pub. at $29.95 • • • 'Sola 14.95.-

-THE WORLD OF-INCAS. By William H, Pras_cott. Th'e
.classic a ccount oftheancient Peruvia n lndions,the ir
. civilizotian q nd their Emp ire. Illustrated throughout
with Inca art and architecture, Spanish art from the
·Conquest, and conte1nporory photos, 135 reproductions1 ~ !n full color: 8"x91/2" •• • Special Import 2,98

THE WORLD OF AZTECS. By William H. Prescott. For
the firottime, the fomou, and exciting text in a fully illustrated book. The life, people and culture -of ancient Mexico described in detail. 116 illus., 6 in fu ll
color, of Ai::tec, Toitac and Mayan alt, architecture.
8"x9½". , , Special Import 2.91.

- • CAPSULE .R EPORTHere is·i.'~ a rundown ' of the basketball
·t eam's starting lineup with comments on
the players from Coach Don Williams.
TOMMY DAVIS, guard, 6--0, 168, sophomore. "Last year's finest outside shooter.
Quick, aggressive, full-_time player. Runs
our offense from the point-position." Named
1970 USF MVP, leading scorer with 23.5
points per game.
FRED GIBBS, center, 6-9, 215, junior.
"Our hopes for the season :lie with . this
young man. Works hard, gqod attitude,
strongest rebounder." Transfer .from Cochise J.C., · Arizona where he made alltourney-team.
ARTHUR JONES, forward, 6-4, 205,
sophomore. "Rrobably our best rebounder
- inch for inch. Excellent shooting percentage because of fine shot selection. Good
playing judgment. Much potential yet untapped." Averaged 18.4 points per game last
year.
JOHN KISER, forward, 6-4, 200, sopho-

Brahman starting 'lineup
. ·.. from left t.o right: gua.rd Tommy Davis, fonva.rd Arthur
Jones, forwa.rd · John Kiser, forwa.rd Ike Robinson. Not pictured is center Fred Gibbs.
·

· more. "Tough, quick many-talented - 100 ·
per cent player extremely determined,
quicker than most and full-time hustler." .

Last year's s)!cond leading scorer, with 21.3
1points -per game. :
IKE ROBINSON, forward, 6-7, 200, jun-

0RI\.CLE

section B

1'.he rest of the teain consists of: Jay
Anderson, guard, 6-3, 176 pounds; Mark
Handlos, forward, 6-3, 180; Chuck Langston,
guard, 6-1, 1-70; ·Bill Lear, guard · 6-1, 165;
Ron Mineer, center-forward, ·s-s, 196; Bob
Frohman, forward, 6-4; 200 and Don Williams, fo~ard, 6-4, 190. ·
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Cagers enter
By J~E QUEVEDO
. ·Oracle Sports Writer

"Land of the Giants" went
off TV a while' ago, but for
USF basketball ·coach Don
Williams and· his Brahmans,
reruns of the series may start

Dec. 1.
"We're inexperienced and
lack in rebqunding power.
We'll rebound well for our
size, but most of the teams we
face will be taller than us,"
Williams sai4:

Rob Mineer goes up for two
... on the fast break last year

TALLER IS right. Beginning with Stetson Dec. 1, the
Brahmans face . a series of
giants - one after the other.
Stetson for ·. instance, described by Williams as "tremendously big, fast and
powerful" has a 6s9 center in
Wayne Stokes, a 240-pound
junior.
/

Frosh sharp shOoters
must stop' oppositio/1
By JOSE QUEVEDO

ginning to get the feel of each
other and · learning the pattems,'i he said_.
.
The
first
home game,
agairist St. Pete J.C. Jan. 9,

--:., ~;.. ,~
will be playea at-Cuttis Hixon
Hall, the site of all home
games. All freshman. games
at 5:30 precede v a 'r sit y
games. _

ior. "Potentially a very fine player. Excel•
lent jumping ability for a player of his size.
We think he will soon become an outstanding scorer." Named All-City 1968-69, Attucks
High School in Indianapolis, Ind.

Giants'
.,

After Stetson comes Elorida, which has . a 6:lf center.
However, if the llast can be
used as · a measure, lack of
height_ should be no trouble
for the Brahmans. Last" year
USF dumped Florida and
Florida State freshmen teams
despite 6-10 and 6-11 centers.
"WE HAVE the ability to
run - play the rµnning game
and the individual shooting
talent. Our attack is predominantly a fast bteak' type. If
that doesn't work we'll use
one of two other offensives designed to get the high percentage shot.

"It should be an jnteresting
year; the· basketball we play
should ''·be· very exciting f_or
the fans. Whether we can win
in our firs t year against
teams like the ones on our
schedule -will have to be found
out when we play them," he
said.
The Brahmans' schedule is
loaded with such cage powers
as Southern Illinois, Wake
F.orest, Florida·, Alabama,
Mlssissippi. State and S_t, Bonaventure, which finished .sec.ond place in the NCAA tour. nament.last .year.

ACCORDlNG TO Williams,
USF has a tougher schedule
Putting points on the scorein its first year of varsity
board should be no problem
competition than St. Bonavenfor the Brahman freshmen
ture, ranked as one of the top
basketball team, but stopping
teams in the country.
the opposition from doing the
Frosh Line-Up
same may be an "unreacha"Our schedule is designed
' ble" task.
·
Here is a rundown of.the frosh team's
for the very purpose of elevat"If we can do the job defenprobable _starting lineup with comments
ing the University's name into
sively and get balls off the
on the players from frosh coach Bob
upper level competition and to
board we'll win. It's going to
provide an attractive schedule
Shiver.
be whether we can · stop
BILL BONNER, guard, 6-4, 190. "Bonfor recruiting purposes," he
them," said _Bob Shiver,
.ner , will play either.- guard or forward.
sai"d.
freshmen coach.
I'm undecided because of his tremendous
SHIVER IS referring to his
Williams explained t h t
outside shooting c~pabilities and also his
squad's lack of height, which
many universities· have made
great backboard ability."
he hopes to supplement with
the transitjon. from mediocraGLEN DUPONT, forward 6:6, 185. "I
speed and accu~te shooting.
.cy. to the top by foul recruitconsider.Dupont as one of the fine.st high
_ "Right now our strengths
ing tactics such as offering a
school
prospects in the South. 'His ofare quickness, ' outside · shoot~
player money, housing, new
.tensive and defensive · strength will ening and the running game.
cars, lowepng admission reable USF to build another outstanding
The strongest asset we have
·quirements and a guarantee
frosh team.
is that all the boys can shoot
of not flunking out.
RICK CHAPLIN, ~orwarci, 6-5, 185.
well.
.
'IHe is strong and quick and plays the
"WE'RE JUST not going to
"When you have fiv~ shootBrahmans'
run-and-shoot
brand
of
ball.
do
that. We may play against
ers, if one has a bad night one
I
feel
his
abilities
.
will
be
a
great
asset
schools"°
that have done t4at,
of the others can pick· up. I
but we won't do it.
to USF.'.'
don't see any weaknesses
JAMES SHOFF, guard, 6-1, 170. "Shoff
other than the lack of size," ·
"It will take time to get recwill
be a valuable· addition· to .our frosh
he said.
ognized (as a · n a ·ti on a 1 ·
team. He is an excellent ball pandler
THE FROSH will use a fast
power); a top -notch player
and has great accuracy as outside shootbreak offense and will rely
doesn't want to . take the
er."
mainly on the outside shooting
chance of · getting lost somePHIL HAMMERSELY, guard, 6-1, 190.
of guards James Shoff (6-1)
where," he said.
completes
the frosh starting lineup,
and Phil Hammersley (6-1)' as
,.
Coach Shiver could not be reached for a
USF's attractive schedule is ••. Bruce Young (top) and Pat l\foore (left) will: compet~ in meet .at DeLand. ·
their main threat.
coll)nient about Hammersely before press
alreaqy ·beginning to pay off
Bill Bonner -(6-4) and Glen
deadline.
·
in the area of recruiting. Ike
Dupont (6-6) will start a_t for-The . rest of the squad consists of:
Robinson (6-7 forward) and
wards with Rick Chaplin (6-5)
Nold$
Davis,
Anthony
Fred Gi):>bs (6-9 center) both
Dillon,
Rick
Hertat center. Chaplin is pres_ently
tpp
junior collge players were
zel,
Claude
Monce
and
Paul
Farinella.
recuperating from a severe
_signed ang are both first
ankle sprain.
stringers.
"He sprained his ankle during a scrimmage and has
Th-e remaining three· startbeen hobbled up. If his foot
el"lj, guards _ Tommy pavis
continues to improve he'll be ·
(6-1) and John Kiser (6-4), and
back full speed by the first
forward Arj:hur Jones (6-5), regame," Shiver said.
turn from last year's . squad.
WITH TWO weeks of prep aby NORMAN GOOGEL ·
HE ESTIMATED there is about one
The Oracle Sports Editor
ration left before the season
All Brahman home games
fatality for every-52,000 jumps.
•I
opener Dec. 1 in DeLand
will be played at Curtis Hixon
Pat Moore, a USF student"who's been
Each jumper ~arries two chutes - a
Fros.h Practice
Hammersley
Bonner
against Stetson, Shiver exHall and begin at 8 p.m.
· sky-diving for nine years, said . he gets
main chute and a reserve- (the reserve
pects further improvement
"turned-off" when his sport is sensati6!1can Qnly. · be packed by · a licensed
from his team.
alized. He referred to such headlines as
"rigger" sanctioned by the Federal Avi'' The boys have been mak,"Sky divers cheat death."
ation Administration), he said.
ing quite a bit of progress.
Moore, whose first jumping instrucMoore dispelled the myths -about
'I've been pleased with the
tion was a birthday present from his faway things have been going in
USF's Swim Team, ranked American in -five events; all- State, Jan. 28; Tulane and Air ther, related an -incident which epitopractice. They've been work- • number one by pre-season Amehcans John Fellman and · Force, Jan. 29.
mizes his feelings:
"When my main chute wouldn't '
ing real well together - be- polls in the NCAA College Di- . Herb Stevens ·in backstroke; · At home the Brahmans
"ONCE THERE were two plane · open I didn't ·panic - I went
visio_n, opens its toughest f and Dean Hardy and John meet: Vander-bilt and Denicrashes on the same day, both killing
schedule
in its six-year histo- Woodward in freestyle. ·
son, Jan. 13; FSU, Feb. 5; . five people; one plane , carried regular
through the proper reserve proceFROSH SCHEDULE
ry . at_ University of Georgia
·
HOME GAMES
Miami, Feb. 12; and the Re- passengers, while the other carried skyJan. a-st. Pete JC
dures . . . though I was a little
Dec. 6.
Grindey said University of gion Four
AAU champion- divers - However, the news o"t the first
Jan. 1~Florlda College
Florida, ranked in the top ten
Jan. 19-Florida
scared later after I got on the
crash was buried in the back pages of
Jan. 26'-City League Team
Coach Bob Grindey said the nationally, would be one of ships, Feb. 19-20.
,,
Jan. 29-Lake City CC
The Brahmans are also the paper, while the 'skydivers' story
.groun d.
swimmers have virtually the the toughest opponents on the
Feb. 19-Stetson
Feb. 19-Stelson
same team which came in schedule, which i n c I u des looking forward to entering was splashed across the front page with
Feb. 22-Florida College
second in the NCAA cham- seven road meets and four the Independent Southern In- blaring headline an\l picture."
Feb. 24-Rollins
tercollegiate championships at
Feo. :lj-Miami•Dade south
"Our sport is not even exciting,· nor is
pionships last year.
home meets.
packing the parachute. "There are a few
AWAY· GAMES
Miami, Mar. 3-4, the NCAA it a good spectator sport,". he said.
Oec. T-Stet-30n, Deland
basic packing. rules which must be folRtturning are Ricke MooreThe away meets are: South . Coll_eg~ DiyisiQn ·c~ampionship
Dec:, 4-Florida, 1Jainesville
As far as the danger of the sport is
·.. Jan. 10-Rollinsi Winter Park
lowed. Neatness isn 't important. A main
head, national champion in Carolina, Dec. 8; East Caro- at Lexmgton, Va., Mar. 16-18; concerned, Moore, 25; an Air Force vetJan. 15--St. Pete, St. Pete
parach4te can be packed in ten min•
the 100-yard breaststroke and lina and Maryland, Dec, 11; and the NCAA University Di- eran, said he thought more people
Jan. 21-Miami-Dade South, Miami
died
Jan. 22-Miami-Dade North, Mi1mi
· ·
·
200-yard individual medley; Florida, Jan. 8; Miami-Dade . vision championships at West on golf courses of heart attacks than · · utes.''
.Feb. 11-Chipola JC, Marianna
. ~·Joe Lewkowicz, a n all- North, J an . .. 23 ; . Louisiana Point, N.Y., Mar. 23-25.
Feb._12-Lake City CC, Lake City
from sky diving."
"I'VE ONLY ridden _ my reserves·
Oracle Sports Writer

USF sky divers' to- spend Thanksgiving · Jumping

'Sensaiionalization' of sport
·'turns-o.·f f' USF sky divers
'

0

Tankers open season Dec. 6

0

down three times in 1150 jumps - some
people juIUp 1,000 times and never have
a malfunction," Moore ~aid.

I

"When my main chute wouldn't open
I didn't panic - I went through the proper re.s erve prpcedures ... though I was
a little · scared later after I got on the
ground."

SKY DIVING MEET AT DELAND
Despite the 'unsensational' perspective in -which Moore places his sport,
when most students are spending a quiet
Thanksgiving Day at home, Moore, Gail
Davis, and Bruce Young will be representing USF in an intercollegiate sky
diving meet a t Deland, Florida - and
that ain't no turkey dinner.
MOORE AND Lois Barthelette, an occasional jumper who will be helping out
at the meet, explained how the competition will be judged:
Jumpers compete . in three classes:
novice (100 life-time jumps), intermediate (ioo-300 jumps); and advanced (over

-

Continued on page 4-8
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'Rasputin':·ups and'. downs
•'

1

By A. A. SOKOLSKY
Dept. of Modern Languages

· In the play "Rasputin,"
there were many contradic'tions with some ups and
downs. One can praise the
-producer for taking the material for this performance from
the memoirs of historical per. sons and not from the professional play; The music for the

performance was selected however, was well done. Unsuccessfully. There was even fortunately, the majority of
a bold Russian follt. da,nce and . the historical persons were
a sad funeral liymn.
,
· presented in a, disgusting
However, the staging of .the manner. An historical play is
performance and espe~ially expected to •be true to the
the costumes were not only facts ,.,,ithout any discriminapoorly selected, but in\ gener- tion. Why did the producer se· al, totally unacceptable to any lect some costumes more or
expert ·of Russian culture. .
less successfully while · the
The decoration of the stage, other historical f&~rsons were

- - ---'' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - RAKE. .BSEIV/tl

~

IGNl:rlON
SERVICE

Ir.\

shown not in a caricature
image but in some manner
impossible to understand and
even shocking?
All the actors performed
diligently and with enthusiasm. Despite all· shortcomings, it was apparent that the
producer did a good job. Some
of his ideas were really successful.

. · By USA SMITH
Oracle Activities Writer

:TAMPA.CYCLE CO.

..

£;:J1,.tr
OH lllllTMAKI

.Raleigh Bicycles
Sales & Service

Repairs & Tune Up All Makes

~1. & J. BP~' ,SERVICE
11

1

ROAD SERVICE .:..:, FREE PICK UP & DELIVERY

.. ·PHONE ·988 • 'i._697 · ;

. I'

1605 Franklin St.

1

'-.~f put a·lot of✓bread
·into a down pay01ent on my new car.
And Im _not·going to blow it:'-

'Tara., , . . .

_

at their best, performed for students at the Apocalypse Coffee
House~

E&J BUS·INESS MACHINES·
Reliable Service Plus
Special Student Discount Rates.

*
*
*

PORTABLE TYPEWRITERS
MANUAL TYPEWRITERS
ELECTRIC TYPEWRITERS

9405 N. NEBRASKA AVE.

CAMPUS··¥\cr1v1·r1Es.

PH. 229-2201

•

Po.sitions Available!
QTR.11
1. St. Petersburg correspondent - 10 h~urs
·a week at $1.60 per hour. News experience · preferable. Must attend USF Bay
Camp1:1s,

Nov. 28: Gospel Choirs;'
USF and Lakeland _-Community Gospel Choir. 8:30 p.m.

!e1t,l'Wo..--

2. Dispatch runner - must live in St. Peters•
burg. Mileage paid.

,utoring_School

I

;

\

i

Amoco is specially formulated for y~ur new car's antipol(uiion engine. Made to help it run better, longer. And
Amoco can double the life ofyour tail pipe and muffler
compared to fully leaded g<;1solines; spark plugs last
longer, too.

Th·a fs one reason why more new car buyers switch to
Amoco and other gasolines at Am erican than any ·
other brand. .
.
·
'
So now th at .you've got t hat new car; use the gasoline
· you can count on.

Yol(ve got a new car. Weve ·got a new car gasoline.
l,

~,.,

~T. .

AMERICAN
Y_ou expect more from American and you get it.T..

Offers: G,R.£. Preparation
,- 20 hours of instniction
$100.00 tuition, Books extra

Phone 2619 or apply at
Oracle office (Lan 472)

· 501 $. Dale Mabry,

See Story, Page 1

.. Ph. 879-2581 & 879-3521

BUY NOW AND SAVE·UP.TO

Amoco Super- Premium gives you all these benefits p1U$
better mileage th an other premiums. lt'.s the only antipollution premium gasoline you can buy.

2s·%

ON SCUBA EQUIPMENT
ALL BRAND NAMES
FINS TANKS
- kN1~1$ \lQ\'t
.
tf\~sis tlf.GUll'toas
ttll'0\~ ~"{S

FLORIDA ATHLETIC CO.
1514 FLORIDA AVE.

.

EVENTS
· Nov. 24: "Good Country
- People," Speech Department
comedy. 2 p.m. LAN 103:
Free.
Nov. 28: Combined 1 Band
Concert, featuring two band
ensembles and 100-piece USF
Symphonic Band. 3:30 p.m.
Theater. Free.

The ORACLE

)'ou w orked hard for that new car of yours. Now·all you've
,
got to do is take care_of it. Part of it's using the right
gasoline. Amoco@. Th·e t ype most ~ew car owner
manuals recommer.1d.

.

PH. 229-0181

Uil..jlilUlll<.JLlll!-J

.

~

Theater. Free.
Nov. 29: Recital, students of
virtuoso Edward Preodor.
String instruments, 2 p.m.
FAH 101.
1 Nov.
30 : Baritone Junior
Recital, Chip Madsen, 8:30
p.m. FAH 101.
Nov. 27: Cello-Piano concert ; Nelson Cooke and Gary
Woolf. 8:30 p.m. FAH 101.
Nov. 26 : " Adaptation,"
Originally Speech Department
production. At Mi Back Yard,
9 p.m. Admission 50 cents.
Dec. 1-4: "The Night Thoreau Spent jn J ail." University of Tampa .. Falk Theater.
FILMS
Nov. 26-28':" "The Cornmittee,".,UC Weekend Movie. 7:30
and 10 p.m. LAN 103. 50 cents
with ID.

EXHIBITS .
Photo Contest Exhibit. UC
128, through Nov. 30, Monday
through Friday. .

Visitors here
need homes
Youth For Understanding,
-all' organization to ' promote /
better international relations
on an individual basis, has '.:J.4
South American students who
need homes.
·
• The students, who will be
arriving from Dec. 15 to J an.
15, will be visiting the U.S. for
six months . ...According to organizer Joanne Randolph, the
program has more than 3;000
participants . a year, 23 of
whom have · already be(;!n ·
placed· in homes near the USF
campus.
Students whose· families
would be interested in " adopting'' an' exchange student
may · contact Mrs. Don Good
at 685-1827, Mrs. Ruth Ouimet
at 932-3594 or Mrs. Joanne
Randolph at 932-7080.

-
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Howell bans rock shows
By BENJAl\ON WAKSMAN
Special To The orac le

Rock music concerts have
been banned at USF until
. " some answers to the problems" can be worked·out, said
Vice President of Student Affairs Joe ·Howell, who called
them ".dangerous situations."
The problems include: al-

most $800 worth of damages forcement.
to the gym at the Goose Creek
"OUR FACILITIES are not
Symphony concert Friday adequate. The gym is not the
night and the Delaney & Bon- place to stuff 3000 people in,"
nie concert Saturday night; Howell said.
fighting, pot , smoking and
"The Saturday night condrinking in the audience, dis- cert s tarted late because the
regard for fire regulations -Security men had to clear the
and almost no security en- a isles. As soon as the lights

went out the audience poured
back into the aisles. If a fire
had started and pet>ple had
started running over people,
trampling them someone
might have been killed.
"Also, several hundred people were milling right outside

Continued, page 5
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MONOGRAMS
Needlepoint Yarn & Bags

HITS

KINGCOMES TRIMMINGS
Pli. 935-8168

11615 Florida Ave. at Fowler

The travelling Bible salesman . . .
- engages in a little bit of sin as the narrator placidly watches
. the hayloft seduction scene from "Good Country People."

· The Speech Department production has its final performance
t.oday at 2 p.m. in _LAN 1,03 •

USF soph awarded
national film prize
By~KILGORE
Special To The Oracle

Sophomore Dan Bailey captured first prize and three
honorable mentions in the 16
mm category at the ninth annual Kodak Teenage Movie
'Awards held last week in New
:York.
'- The 19-year-old filmmaker
' said the award "really wasn't
· a surprise" to him since the
first prize winner, "Squiggle,"
Jiad won several awards· in
other film ·contests.
The film had taken first
.place in the experimental cat·egory at a contest at St. Leo
College and was judged the
.best overall film at the Dallas
Summer Festival of the Arts.
· His six-minute award win.ning film portrays an animated squiggle which confronts
. and overcomes a real person.
.He made the film because he
~ wanted to "present the viewer
with an experience that's im.possible in the viewer's mind
- the mixing of a real person
. and sorn~thing-:- that . is_n 't
,
·
_. real.". ·
.

)

• ; . , ··:.

_, . h

RAZOR cu:rs
HAIR STYLING

PH-971;3633
· Appointments
' Available
Hovrs
Daily9,5
'Thurs. & Jri, 9-7:30

Bailey said the film took
four months to create and
four hours to shoot. He added
that he would probably enter.
the film in other contests.

13520 UNIVERSITY PLAZA

His final entry in the contest, "11 Swings," juxtaposes
11 old rope swings with the
USF F ine Arts Building.
Bailey is an art major, his
main interest centering on
cinematography. His father,
Oscar B. Bailey, has been a
member of the USF Art Department for three years.
Concerning his future films,
Bailey said he was departing
from the traditional format of
telling a story complete with
beginning, climax, and ending. Instead, he plans to present the viewer with a series
of events and let "him get
what he can or what he wants
out of the film."
· Instead of continuing with
filmmaking as a career, Bai)ey said he would probably
. teach · because "there's no ....
money in my type of films."

.
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LI LAVENDER
YANKEE DOODLE

8999

6999

1536 south dale mabry, tampa, florida 33609
phone 251-1085
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Monster fro·m outer space,
nope, iust names for VM's new
war against drab stereo's. See
them, you'll love them,· and
·they're ~o toy either~ Jake a look ·
at th_e features. Solid state. inte- ·
grated circuit, 4 sp~ed stereo-·
o-matic changer with a White 10"
turntable~ Shadoweight-tone, arm
with . retractable stylj for .record
protecFon. Two·, speaker enclo. sures-that can be separated up to
15 feet·for true stere.o sound.

the
stereo
shop ·

0

;~

COLORFUi:: S-TfREG·: .__·.. ,- -

ORANGE PEEL
GREEN·GOODIE

0

'

, I

Lemon Up and products with
That's the difference between
just a little lemon fragrance ~ or extract. That's why Lemon
Up Sh-ampoo makes hair shiny clean. That's why Lemon Up
Facial Cleanser is far better than soap. ,And thafs why Lemon Up
·Anti~Blemish Lotion with hexachlorophene is your best defense
a·gainst oil-troubled skin.
.

.

\
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JOHN'S

BICYCLE'
SALES
1505 W. Busch-Bid.
Phone

-3 & 10 SPEEDS
ALSO REPAIRS

.932-9267

La Mancha Dos
will face faculty

TheR1111en
FOUNTAIN
1311& FLORIDA AVE.

ROOM

1AMtA

TEL. 935•1H6

After four har d-fought days
of single - elimination in the
campus football play-offs last
week, two I n d e p e ·n d e n t

STA'NLEY J.

MARY A.- FIJAL
11 A.M. TO 11:30 P.M. EVERY DAY
and

·HONEST CHARLEY
HI PERFORMANCE SHOP
YOUR HEADQUARTES FOR MORE BRANDS THAN
ANY SHOP IN THE ENTIRE . BAY AREA

Wheels From •••-••••••••••••••••••• 14.99
Edelbrock Valve Covers •••••••••••• 15.95
ThrLisll Outsiders ' •••••••••••••••••• 59.95
Shelby Can & Kit -• ••••••••••••••••• 65.50
-lsky Cams - Most Engines •••••• ~ •• 39.95
lifters •.•••••••.••••.•••••••••••••••• 24. 95

Mellings Cams •••••••••••••••• •••• 31. 95
Grant C.D. Units ••••••••••••••• ••• • 39.95
-

We Have All

Tarantulas
. ·and
The New
Exterminator
Now In Stock

SHOP A°ROUND, ASK ALL PRICES, THEN COME TO WHERE
THE GOOD BUYS ARE

PHONE 258-0451

1542 S. DALE MABRY, TAMPA, FLA.

No. 60101M-17J,
Self-Wind, Instant
Date Change,
229 Ft. WaterTested,
12 & 24 Hour Dial,
Stainless Steel,
Blai::k Dial,
Luminous.
Adiustable
Bracelet,
$69.50

FOR
SEIKOWATCHERS
THIS
CHRISTMAS.
.

i.

League teams, La Mancha
Dos and Faculty, survived
their challengers to face each
other for the championship
Monday (the game was
played after press time).
In Gold League action last
week, ATO upset Sigma Nu to
throw the league into a threeway tie for first between ATO,
Sigma Nu, and Phi Delt. Phi
Delt won a coin toss for the
honors of representing the
Gold League in the play-offs.
Meanwhile, the three teams
fought it out for first place:
ATO nosed out Sigma Nu a
. second time, 3-0, after 20 minutes of sudden death play in
overtime. However, Phi Delt
eventually downed the overworked ATO team, 10-0 to
take the Gold League crown.
The play-offs shaped up as
follows: In the first game,
White League champ Undecided shut out Andros champ,
Theta II, 19-0. La Mancha Dos
earned a spot in the play-offs
by' up s e t t i n g Wonder
Warthawgs, 13-7, to win the
Independent . A m e r i c a n
League.
On Tuesday Alpha lE
downed Phi Delt, 10-0; La
Mancha Dos out-lasted Beta
2E, 14-12; Faculty handled
Undecided, 24-14; and
Lambda Chi blasted Fontana
3, 23-0.
In Thursday's semi-finals
La Mancha Dos eliminated
Alpha IE, 14-0; and Faculty
continued to roll, defeating
Lambda Chi, 27-6.

'

MEN1S V OLLEYBALL
PLAY-OFFS
Men's volleyball play-offs
·started Monday. In the opening round Fiji played Pike the winner faced Beta lE.

Seiko-watching is turn- eral.·Go right ahead. They
ing into America's favorite are surprisingly reasonspectator ~port. Because able. Because all Seiko
these Watches have all the watches are made by auto•
sporty featur~s men w~nt. mation. so you pay only for
~1ke automat_1c self wind, the timepiece, not the time
instant day-instant date it took to make it
, change calendar, handy
.
•
elapsed timer, and water . Come m today aryd see
resistance down to229 feet.our great coll~ct1on_ of
Plus much more.
Seiko watches. With ChristSeiko watches make such mas right around the corner,
great Christmas gifts, you'll you don't have a minute to
probably want fo give sev- waste.
J!t.AJV...

Also Fontana 3 played Pike
- the winner faced Quars.
All games were after press
time.
WOMEN'S IM TENNIS FI•
NALS

CLEARANCE SALE
Records - Tope
Play ~ rs

SEIKO'ifW'i
TERRACE JEWELRY INC.
9267-N. 56th St. S

.

TEMPLE TERRACE SHOPPING CENTER
JEWELRY - Gins

In the women's tennis finals
in singles, Nancy York survived three round of challengers. Miss York played the
winner of the Diane Forrester-Carol Rieman match for
the singles' championship
Tuesday (the match was after
press time).
In doubles competition, the
team of Betsy Bernard-Geri
Thomas earned one spot in
the finals. They played the
winner of a match between
the teams of Libby PivnickiSusan Nolan and Debbie Richardson-Jody Linder for the
championship Tuesday.

IM CROSS .COUNTRY
In Wednesday's. cross country meet, Sigma Nu, TKE,
Alpha 4W, Beta 2E, and Delta
Sigma Pi won their respective
leagues.
The fastest time in the Gold
League for the two-mile race
was 11 :10 by Pete Pages of
Sig Ep. Sean McCullough of
TKE led the Green League
withll:48.
other league-leaders were
Ted Key, 11:14, Beta 2E;
Breck Simmons, 14:53, Alpha
4W; and Rick Sires, 11 :52,
Doubles.
CROSS COUNTRY RESULTS.
GREEN LEAGUE
1. Sean McCullough
TKE
2. Fred Varn
Fiii
3. Bob Bruce
TKE
4. Sandy Nettles
' Fiji
5. Jack Stoorza
Kappa Sig
6. Bud DeSylvester
Lambda Chi
7. Mikie Brennan
Lambda Chi
8. Bob Monley
Tke
9. Sieve Morrill
Fiji
10. Norm Stradleigh
Fiji
11. Aaron Fechter
TKE
12. Marty Morrison
TKE
13. M ike Dowd
Kappa Sig
14. J im Montuoro
Kappa Sig
15. Barry Graber
Kappa Sig
16. · Reed Lengel
Lambda Chi
17. Darryl Slinger
TKE
18. Rick Thornton
Kappa Sig
19. Mike Collier
Lambdai Chi
GOLD LEAGUE
1. Pete Pages
2. Taylor Mc:Cullers
3. John Bentley
4. Ron Sherman
5. John K iser
6. Tony Barnett
7. Ira Koganovsky
a. Frank Hult
9, Ken Davies
10. Tom DeGuehery
11. Mike Hanley
12. Ross Brown
13. Ken Dwyer
14. Joe Dwyer
15. Doug HeYkens
16. Mark Stichter
17. Mike Davis
18. J oan Stephens
1'. Bill Fennell
20. Ron Freeman
21. Ray Releneller
22. Glen Rubenstein
23. Bob Lopat in
24. Butch O'Shea
25. William M artin
26. Jim West
27. John Ma·tteis
28. Steve Grymes

RESIDENTS ANO INDEPENDENTS
1. Ted Key
Beta· 2E
2. Mark Stevens
Beta 2W

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

9.
11.
10.
12•.
13.
14.

STUDENTS &FACULTY

16.
17.
18.
19.

OFUSF

10% DISCOUNT on ALL ITEMS
IN OUR GIFT AND DECORATOR SHOP

Rick Sires
Scott Nocco
Slasy Dexter
Don Randolph
Scott Welch

8. Bob Watson

'-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _-;_-;,.
•

-----~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~=~=~===~------~~~~~~~~~~

Sig Ep
Sigma Nu
SAE
Phi Delt
Sigma Nu
Sigma Nu
TEP
Sigma Nu
Sigma Nu
Sigma Nu
Sig Ep
Pike
Sig Ep
Sig Ep
SAE
Phi Delt
Sigma Nu
ATO
SAE
Phi Dell
Pike
TEP
TEP
Phi Delt
SAE
Sigma Nu
TEP
Sigma Nu

Mike Mahony
Jerry Thompson
stan Mitchell
Breck Simmons
Mike Tynan
Barney Govte rmout

15. Brian Benwick
Rick Shippey
Ron DeLama
Alan Macl-'..ay

Mick DavenpOrt

20. Mike McKlllop
21. Tim Brand

Doubles
Beta 2E
· Beta 4E
Beta 4E
DSP
Beta 4E
Beta 2E
Beta 4E
DSP
Alpha 4W
Doubles
A lpha 4W
Beta 2E
Alpha 4W
DSP
DSP
Doubles
Doubles
Alpha 4W

Women's basketball · showdown ...
This week sororities, residents and independents vied for.
campus champ.

BSU meets Delta Dorm
•
,n
women cage finals
30-7. In Thursday's action Kappa Delta meets Gamma 3
Kappa Delta beat Gamma 1 . West in the gym at 5:30.
The final showdown of the East 14-12 and · BSU beat
Each of the teams in the
women's IM basketball tour- Gamma 3 West 31-3.
tournament were winners in
Monday Delta Dorm played their individual divisions.
nament will come Monday
when BSU meets Delta Dorm.
Kappa and Gamma 1 East
BSU arid Delta Dorm are
The tournament began last played Gama 3 West. In TuesWednesday with BSU beating day's action BSU played Kap- ·the only two undefeated teams
Gamma 1 East 23-5 and Delta pa Delta and_ Delta . Dorm • and Kappa Delta is undefeated
Dorm beating Gamm.a 3 West played Gamma 1 East. Today in tournament play.
BSU is led by their playercoach Irene Let-chworth and·
the rebounding of 5-11 for~wai:ds Linda Haas ~and Jan
Shearouse. Defense has been
an important part of this
team's play with guards Dianne Wansley and Captain,
Ann St. Charles helping in
the judges watch closely for that department.
co~tinued from page 1-B
"clean'·' . maneuvers through
Delta Dorm has shown high
300 jumps) . The three events telemeters, high-powered binare individual accuracy, team oculars. In a ten second peri- scoring ability and is led by
accuracy, and individual style. od about six maneuvers are Physical Education majors
Sandy Hamilton, Debbie PettiIn the individual accuracy performed.
grew, Diane Forrester, and
event each participant gets
four jumps and aims for a FOR THOSE WHO DARE Sherry Bedingfield. 0 t h e r
USF's sky divers UstJally players contributing to their
four-inch disk marker in t he
middle of a shall9w bowl, 20 practice at Zephyrhills Para- · cause include Mabel Hill,
meters across, filled with pea chute Center. The first jump Carol Ford, Bev Constable,
gravel.
·
costs about $30 - this includes and Cissy Adams.
the jump master, training, use
IN THE team . accuracy of equipment, and the flight itevent three jumpers leave the self. The course begins at 10
plane one after another and a.m. any Saturday or Sunday
attempt to make physical con- morning and the student can
tact in the air, forming a expect to be jumping by 3
"star." · This maneuver, called p.m.
" relative work," is sometimes A SKY DIVING CLUB AT
done with ten people.
USF?
Pat Moore said he would
In the individual style event
the jumper free falls ~or 75 very much like to aid in reseconds, building as much activating the sky diving club
speed as possible. The jumper on campus - but he couldn't
performs a pre-arranged se- devote the time necessary to
(31 Spaces Each)
organize the club.
ries of turns and backloops Tho_se interested in reviving
For Further Info ~ ••
the club should contact Pat
Call Ext. 2620.
Moore, 949-6580, or_Lois· BarLang 472
thelette, 949-6810.- Information
about jumping can be obtained by calling the Zephyr- ·
hills P arachute C e n t e r,
782-2918.
,
By JAN SHEAROUSE
Special To The Oracle

Divers 'turned .~off'

~-

by sensationalism

GOT SOMETHING
TO SELL? USE
THE ORACLE
CLASSIFIED

SECTION • ••

u!es $)OO

DO IT NOW!!

LLT BUILDI.N G SUPPLY
. GIFT SHOP
13201 NEBRASKA AVE.

Coastal·Datsun, Inc.
10415 N. Fla. Ave.

Ii---
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·Films listed

PHOTO WINNERS

TH E ORACLE
- U•
'

South FlOri.da, Nov. 24• 1971 5.

Bl

,

for Quarter 2
A wide range of films are
included in t h e tentative
schedule for the Quarter 2
Film Art Series.
Sponsored by the USF Florida Center for the Arts, the
film . series will include animation (the Beatles' "Yellow
Submarine"), a horror flick
("Night of the Living Dead"),
and Marx Brothers style comedy ("Milhouse") .
Two other presentations will
·b e national award-winning
films made by students, titled
" Genesis 3" a nd " Genesis 4."

0f

....::t:· IHE GR~:AT PAUS FACTO\rl

{n

r.-.

I

BLUE JEANS

~ -I
,.._.
.....,

~

r '
\,J

Mr. Hicks

Reg. 7.95

Now!
4.95
While Tt,ey last!!!
930 East Fowler
Open Every Night 'Til 10:00

-I

Winning entries in the .
UC photography
contest were taken by

HOME FOR THE
HOLIDAY?

James White (left,
top and bottom),
Richard Moore (top
- right) and H<mry

let us help you with . .

Brown (bottom 1'ight).
Other prize-winning
photos and the

1. Airline tickets, reservati~ns,
schedules
.
2. Travelers cheques and insurance
3. Holiday cruises and _tours
4. Youth Fare ID Cards

remainder of contest
entries can be seen
in UC 128.

•
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-
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~

-

-

-

•
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·AMERICAN OVERSEAS TRAVEt CORP.
-ADM # -102 PHONE #974-2695

No shows

onlana

Continued from page 3-B.
the doors, slamming on them,
yelling. More than fifty broke
through. We finally just let
':t hem: all iTJ. We couldn't lock
rthe doors to keep them out be·cause that would mean locking the people inside too."

NOW SHOWING
EXCLUSIVE FIRST RUN

jfr,

Every Living Creature ·

•

·'.'

all

Wants To Stay That V{ay . ·

: Monday morning the Physi- •
·cal Plant estimated the dam- *
'age to the _gymnasium at
.~718.50.

;: THERE WERE two s ecuri- *
handle· a crowd
;of 2,000 Friday night and
-three to handle Saturday •
,'.n ight's 3000-plus crowd. Secu;:rity Chief Jack Prehle said he
"Couldn't spare any more of his *
~men for these shows because
' .it would mean "other campus
:areas left unpatrolled."

;ty officers to

, E d Budnick, Chairman of
'the Program Council, the organization that hires the performers for USF, said building damages and student safety are not the administration's top concerns.
"They're afraid because of
all the dope-smoking and
'drinking tha t goes on," he
said. " I saw some people
.smoking dope about 20 feet in
'•front of a security man. I'm
glad he didn't try to arrest
:them. That might have start·ed a riot."

.

*
*

USF

· 1>ifdren

Independently Operated, catering ·
exclusively to.the needs of ihe mature college student.

COLUMBIA PICTURES Presents STANLEY KRAMER'S Production
~
Based upon the novel by GLENDON SWARTHOUT

*
*

Produced and diretted by STANLEY KRAMER

•
•
•
•
•
•

- ~~~
1 ,

~

_

11 I

1,1

,

*

Visitation· Privileg,s
Co-ed Living
Unlimited Seconds in Cafeteria
Large, Heated Pool ·
Television Lounge on Every Floor
Weekly Maid Service

•
•
•
•
•
•

1 S or 20 Meals Per Week Plan
Linens Provided
Evening Security
Full Carpeting .
Individual Thermostats in. Every·Suite
Recreation Areas

• Choose from 14
stone colors.

FLORIDA LANES

10400 N. FLA. AVE.

Ph. 932-6161

• Ri°ng size
accurately fitted by
our experienced
jewelers. .

Why not give us a_call or stop by - ·: ·

Applications-are now available

• Order now for
faster delivery.

''SWEETHEART· NITE''
'RING A DATE SHE BOWLS 1 'FREE'' THURSDAY NITE 9:15 'till CLOSING

FRANKLIN
JEWELERS
708-FrankHn St.

4100 Fletcher Avenue
Tampa, Florida

4200 Fletcher Avenue
Tampa, Florida

971-8534

971-9550
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·:''W-lteit you're O,ot
'.; of Schlitz,
·
you're out of·beer"
•

I

·cet Schlitz in the handy

Hi Cone, 6 Pak, Pop To_p cans

..' '

Elusive Lang-Lit elevator:
will it come? Will it open?'
minutes for its arrival.)
Eventually, it will arrive,
Students taking classes on and after only a few more
floors above the ground level minutes the door will slowly
in the new L a n g u a g e- open. Stand back. A stampedLitera ture Building might feel ing hoard of panic-stricken
a good deal safer walking up passengers will crush anythe stairs, rather than taking thing in its path in the flight
to return to breathing. (They
the "elusive elevator."
will
undoubtedly have just
While the range of complaints and charges against been released from being held
the · mechanical monster are prisoner between floors, so
many and varied, most of the their behavior is bound to be
users agree it will probably somewhat abnormal.)
DON'T LET this frighten
not be entered in this year's ·
International Elevator Races. you ,off. You have nothing to
. THE ELEVATOR, which is worry about if you !;lave been
open to student . use without diligently practicing breath
the requirement of a key, control for the past 10 years
does serve some useful pur- in expectation of events like
·
pose. M;;my stl.lllents have in- this one.
Enter the chamber and
a dvertently .. scheduled open
plaster youself against the
hours between classes.
It is apparently- for these wall. This will be your posistudents that the elevator was tion during the entire trip anyinstalled. The• procedure for how, and it is better to gentgetting to· the · desired floor is ly place yourself- there· than
as follo,vs : arrive in ·the lobby
of the ,Language-Literature
building, and press the button,
which is designed to . beckon
the box. (Allow at lea st 15
By ROBERT BOYLE
Oracle Staff Writer

suffer the impact when the
crowd places you there.
When you lift off, it is best
to ignore the gasps by the
fearful at the elevator's lunging and jerking to get off the
ground.
·
It may seem that it is taking an ungodly amount of
time for it to reach the top
floor. (On the way up, it does
not stop until, hopefully, it
reaches the top floor, but it
does stop on the way down.
All you have to do is simply
repeat the process.) That is
either because it is, or it has
become stuck once more.
A LOT of times, it does not
get stuck. However, if it does,
don 't move, which you_probably couldn't do anyway. ,Sooner or later, either help will
come or the hollies will be
given a decent bur ial.
If riding the elevator sounds
not very reinforcing or possi-

ADELPHI

Three great brews from one great brewer.
·That's what.

SUTTON DISTRIBUTING CO. INC.
5301 E. DIANA
PH. 621-1371

i---------VITESSE
I
I

for Mexican study
Mexico City enthusiasts
with a yen for adventure still
have time to sign for Quarter
2 study in Mexico.
Several USF students will
leave for Mexico City Jan. 5.
They will receive · credit for
courses just as it is given at
the Tampa campus. Students
who have no prior knowledge
of Spanish are eligible, and
there are countless opportunities for independent study.

The total fee is $700. It includes plane fare, tuition, activities fee, and room and
board. Most students will live
with specially selected Mexican families.
Mexico City is well known
as a cosmopolitan city with a
fascinating culture. The National University of Mexico,
where USF students will study,
has a population of ·96,000 students.

Haugabrooks, Pamela McNeil and Gary Finley, were
asked to discuss the obstacles faced by the black
student in today's univer-

I

IMPORTED PARTS

s·ign-up still open

joined WFLA's Dick Pride,
far left, on Perspective. The
students, from left to right,
Shirley Chennault, Charles

501 S. Dale Mabry
Ph. 879-2581 & 879-3521

1

"shoddy.'' If that includes the
stairs, changing into a bat
and flying to your class seems
to be your only hope.

US~ students ••

Tutoring School
Offers: private tutoring
· iri all subjects at
all levels. LANGUAGES TOO!·

What's inaname?

bly even dangerous, consider
the context it is in. The building has already been described by USF officials as

:

10% disc.

I
·_WITH THIS AD
I
L~! ,!!!';;_M,!B,!! !!6,:!.0~ !

sities. The show was aired
Nov. 21.

NEBRASKA AT FOWLER 97 .1 _000 7
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A NOT SO FREE TALE. • •
OF LOVE
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STARTS FRIDAY

: wl-iere lhe mrmtlf.:ris (fa>) 562-2803.
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•

it~!tl~n;pt~~l
Inc.
1~15 N. Fla. Ave.

Pebble

Creek

ORDER:S TAKEN
PRICE $2
LAN.-472

traditional way
Bread made
by local bakery's 'Old Master'
..

By LESTER HJRSH
Special To The oracle

. Jt is not often that you go to
a· ·bakery with ulterior mo-

tives. It is possible at Antrinik's Middle Eastern Bakery.
"There you can capture the
communal efforts of Krikor
Barsoumian and children, ;a
-Lebanese family who ma~e
bread like a sculptor shaping
clay.
In the kitchen is a $2000 machine used only on Sundays to

A native of Turkey, Krikor
went to Beirut with his uncle
at the age of ·seven: There he

. .

'

home he ,would - be painting :
56th Street in Temple Terrac~, the Barsouthe pouse or doing something
inians "make bread like a sculptor shaping
physically . demanding. He
......:.c_Ja_y_._"_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _-_ _ _ _::.
.l _ ___,,------sa_y_s_h_e_m_u_s_t_,_vo_r_k_,_o_t_he_rwi...,
· ,..·_s_
e

11-•_ _ _

.
CLASSIFIED , ·
ADVERTISING -RATES
5

14. HELP WANTED

lines

(31 characters/ line ___ Sl.00 OVERS_EAS

J OBS FOR ~TUDEN_TS•
Australia, Europ~, s. America, Africa,
etc. All professions & occupa_llons S_700-S30CH? monthly. Expens~s Pa id,. overtime, s ig ht-seeing. Free mformahon •
Write J obs Overseas, Dept. Jl Box 15071,
San Dieg·o CA. 92115.
·
•
Now Hiring-The ORACLE needs a St. Pe•
tersburg campus news correspondent.
•
Must attend USF Bay Campus, a willing
- - - - - - - - - - - - - worker, writing experience helpful.' 10
" mlles east- ot USF-3 bedrooms, 4 years hr s., $1.60-hr. Also-c:>ne . dispatch runne_r.
oldl CB,. 2 car garage, centra l heat, air Must have car & .,five in SI. Pete. Paid
concfi!ioning,-..garbage disposal, dlsl!wa_s1>- . mileage _ CalUJ-19- '!C- see Gra,.it_ Dcy,alde r, . carpet, dra pes, stove, refrigerator. s on Rm. " 2 Lang.-Lit. Blog.
Salari_ed people only. No pets. Will lease
STAFF VACANCIES
S175.00 mo. Security deposit. 988-6228.
The following positions are to be filled by
3 BR, 2 8t h house for sale. Corner lot, noii-stude!'ts: Secretary 11-$4368, 2 Inter125x150. Bearing fruit trees. 935-7106 after nal Auditor _l;S8220, _4 Cusl?dlal-$3768,
5:00. 974-2178 Office.
Campus •security Police Of!ccers-S5568,
Stock Clerk-$3768, 2 C[erk Typ1est 1-$3588,
2 Clerk · Typist 11-$3948, Clerk TYJSlst
ll1-S4!i72. THE UNIVERSITY ,QF SOUTH
FLORIDA. IS.fAN EQUAL OPPORTUNI•
TY EMPLOYER.-. F'or further information
Duplex to sublet t ill Feb. 26 Near USF contact Personnel Services, FAO n.- ext,
Sl23 mo. SlOO sec dep SpM urnl~hing. AC 2530
& Heat. Call 9~1•7209 anytime
.
Ju
-=
:.:n=.io.:.
·r-s _a_n_d _S..:e_n-io-rs -in_ t...,
he'--c-o""
ll_eg_e---,
of
, 1 ~r Apt. ava,lab,le for sublease starting Education specializing In Elem. Ed, Art,
• Dec. . ,4th. Auto. Dishwasher; garbage d~s- Music, or Phys, Ed. Part-time . work
posal; wall to wa ll ca rpet, centra l air- available In our developmental & educa he~t¥ $135 per month. No phone, see a t tion child care program. Apply, to: Uni1273?'19th St. Apt. 9
versity Child Cart Center 13901 N. Ne1 : l;ledroom furnished Apt, Ca rpet A·C braska Ave, or call : 971-2469 _
p00·1 .-la undry, Minutes from US F, 5140
. .
· .
mo. 'Available Dec. J or sooner 12740 'N. Orgamzaflona l tutor for CBS _ 203 B~s,c
1711) St. Fernwood. Garden Apt. 105 ·
Psy':'hoanalysls SIO hr. Describe subiect
..:..:.:o:....::.:.:....:...:::.:.c.:.:..::.:..:.:....::.=:..=:..:...:..:,::_:_:_...:..::..::_ _ fam ,llarlty. CW Box 16591 Temple Ter•.
Male students or graduates-Qne room foe race 33617
rent, in from
private
home. Immaculate.
10 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.,.,.,
minutes
University.
Winter Quarter.

Additional Line ,_ _____

.15
R epeated: 2-4 Issues a J .90*
More than 4 issues -"'-' .75*
LAN: Phone 97~2620
*Per five lin~s (31 characters)

1 REAL ESTATE

2. FOR RENT

l S.- SERVICES OFFERED

988-1 371.
s ublet Lux. apt. Male-A-C, w-w carpet,
dishwasher, TV. Close USF. $72 mo. S65 - - - - - - - - - - - - - .9ep. Available now thru Dec. 971 -8706-Ask
for Andy. Ao!. 205 Green Oak Villa.
CALL u s F IRST
When looking for qua lity pre-owned merch andise at bargain prices. w e have mul•
.t itudes of used items listed with us by
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - the owners. Save your time looking by
Metal Detectors - Find coins, rings, civil ca lli ng us tor those items you want.
war relics, memorablia of a ll kinds. De• BUYERS-SEL LERS EXCHANGE SER·
t ectron models trom $65 up. Ca ll a fter VICE
.
.
6PM 971-4607.
872-1891 m-f 9am-6pm
·
Tape recorders SIS & $25. Dietzgen Sllds Typing term papers is my specialiry.
Ruler S20. Golf Clubs 540. 988-927!.
Proof reading, ,edit ing, manuscripts, re·u sed bicycles . _of all descrlptions-515.00 vis\ng, etc,. 1801 E. · Waters Ph. 935-5663
. and •up. Also one Raleigh JO.Speed pracs PROFESS IONAL PAPERS EVE RYT IME
·,t lcally new 9~-6626:• !
_ Spanish or~Fr~mch term, papers typed
Camera-Miranda Sensomat Re JS mmSLR wilh accents; • r easonable ra tes; Ph.
50mm fl. 8 Lens like new. $175. Call 831-7832 from 5:30 lo 7 p.m. '
·971-2558 a fter 8:30 PM
·
DIAL-A-SECRETARY - Term pap!?rs,
manuscripts, resum es, proof· reading,
ccrresl!Ondence. 935-5663
Typlng Services- .Na ncy Ell iott 6308 S.
·
2.50cc Kawasaki-st reet bike. 6 mo. old. Lois-Call 837-5455.
·2200-miles. Perfect · con d It l'o n. $.COO
.
833-8922-Bill,
;J97I Honda 750cc. Green and gold, still
ynder warranty. SH25 or . best offer by
pee. 3. Phone 971-2451.

6. MISC. FOR SALE

, 9. ' MOTORCYCLES

10.- AUTOMOTIY~• 71 Dodge window van, carpeted, paneled,
:Six cy l, • stick s hift. $2399 cash. 935-5463,
'932-2590.
'For sale-1969 ;Austin Healey Sl~OO To- ·
l\eau Cover, Radio. Exce llent condition.
9500 miles. mpg-town-20. Highway-29,
:867-6~J8.
.~6 Musta ng f astback, A-C, radio mag
,wheels, slight rear-end damage. SJO0. Ca ll
.935-5697 after 5:30
'
'64 Dodge Dart. Good cond. 2nd owner-for
information come 12407 11th St. Apt, A.
'T& Th 9-12, MWF 3-6. Price $230. WIii ing
to ta lk Ph. 971-0740 8·12AM, a fter 7PM

-. .,

o,en

SHOWINC.

. ._pants!

'

S='

.

.

'

Harris ,Dean - who's been serving USF for
ten yea.rs ' as professor of education, dean,
vice president .of Academic Affairs, and acting president, will be honored at a 3 p.m. reception, Dec. 2, in the UC Ballroom. All
USF administrative, faculty and staff personnel a.re invited.
'

'

°'
EO'olE ARENT. ANN SMYRNER~i:tlt_'I""'· _
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_MAR_IAN_NE_~E_M
II.)'_

~WHEN THE GIRLS TAKE OVER

•10

·

a·,c1
·_

-·•r-...
~

b h. u _n_ts

'

~'HAPPY -HOllDAY''

I'

portunities il)Vailable during
the late.1960s·
..
.
.
Nearly 1.!)0 students .have
used the tapes for practice interviews in -which the interviewee's responses are recorded a~d used as
self.
critique. Most students have
indic-ated they find · the
,. practice sessions "quite helpful,"
Tomaino said:·
. T'>e Cent-er, ext. 2295, is
open daily from 8 a.m . to 5
p.m. for students to schedule
interviews.

t

,.

4

'

-~LORIDA ATHLJTIC CO.
WISHES TO THANK
.

a

.

THE STUDENTS AND STAFF OF·USE FOR

MIKING 1971 AGREAT YEAR FOR US!

FLORIDA ATHLETIC COMPANY

County iudge deci~es Mar-Jo will be-vacated

·Ph. 229-018l -

1514 FlORIDA AVENUE

Perfect Xma s gi ft-Your portrait or caricature-Full color. Takes l hour-includes
salon mat fo~ fram ing-S10-Phone 932-7531
for your appointment.
•
Typing-Elec. Typewriter with carbon Fibbon & pica type. Experience with term &
thesis papers. Pick up & delivery service.
soc page. 949-6018.
A OK T . 1 ·th IBM s I ct .
b
:
ypis WI
e e nc car 011
n_bbon a_n_d type cha!1ges. Thesis, lef!ers,
d1ssertat1ons
stencils.
Rus h
1obs•
Referen,ces. Proof read. Glorida i-,iii.iiiii.iiiii.ii;;;;;;. .;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
8/!4-19691
.
Professional fypist-lBM Selectric carbon
ribbon. Typing of Term papers, theses,
dissertations, resumes, ditto masters, etc.
Call 971-6041. If no a nswer, 933-4552.
English instructor will tutor In Composition and Literature. m-7722.
-------------

18. RIDES

.r

------------Rlder(s) needed-Mon, Wed, Fri. QTR II
to-from Bradenton and surrounding vicinity. Share expenses and driving. Call Bradenton 756--480◄•

Qtnllrgr ~4np

------.-------20
PERSONALS
. •

Established 1927

------------Seminole H e ight s United-Methodist
Church invites you to attend Sunday
School & Church. Transportation furnis hed. Look tor our bus at Fontana &
Desoto l;lall and the dorm parking lot on
Fletcher Ave. each Sunday between 9:00
and 9:15AM.

The Leader in l\lal~-Fashions ...
downtown

This Is your LEVI store. We hav e denim

& corduroys in regulars & BELLS. Also
boots, shirts & Western hats. Only 10

min. from campus. Bermax Western
~:;:; 8~~!dNe:::s~~e:v:bout Socialis m;

,

.

, t?

.COME IN TO '$EE _
WHAT'S HAPPENED!-

now read the facts.· Free literature. Write
Socialis t Labor Party. Box 200 Brooklyn,
.:.:
Nc:.Y-'l'-"l2:.:02
.;:__ _ __ _ _ _ _ _=
"LAW SCHOOL - WILL I LIKE IT?
CAN I MAK E IT?" A new book by a recent law graduate for prospective law
students. Send $2.95 Kroos Press, Box
i _._1< ,••
3709A MIiwaukee, Wisc. 53217
.__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _!"""..,,,,;,_...,
____.
'1
- ""

301 TWIGGS

·2·1-·M-1s·c-E·t·LA--N·E·o-u·s·-- - •
Dr. M~tthew J . Toia announces opening
of T~e Northgate Anima l Clinic for the
practice of veterinary medicine & • sur11erv at 9556 Florida Ave. Hrs. by appt.
Telephone 935-3490. ,

$·a.as

930
E' _ast
fowler
.
.If.
,.
Ever.y Nigh.t 'fil 1 ~:00
~

22.6'•2871

STUR.TOWEAB
STlffE~
T&WE!R
STURTOWEAB

-SALE :SA~E SALE ·

Re 9; 10.9s to 13.95

.Now1

EXCLUSIYt

.
Eve started wearing

.

:~:~~::iu~in; :~tl;eJ~~~J~
_accounting firms, electronics
_corporations, the Hillsborough
County School System, department store chains and the
Peace Corps, who recruit regularly on campus.

.',

ROMe ••Since

Hillsborough County Circuit
Tpmaino said that in pro·ducing the tapes, the Center Judge Neil C. McMullen ruled
intervie\.vs representatives of Monday that ten apartments '
these employers and receives in the new section of Mar-Jo
information . concerning work- Apartments must be vacated
ing conditions, criteria used in by Dec. 1 _and ten more by
'·h - ·
tu 'ti
f
1 r 1 n g, oppor Ill es or Dec. 7 because Mar-Jo's sewpromotion and training and erage system does not meet
• •
•
. :
statistics comparmu
h1rmg of 'Hillsborough County approval
e.
1971 and 1972 graduates to op- and is a health hazard.

tRUTH &.SQIJ--

•

·

'l) tmpa to .•venture iptg bus1- .
.:,,, ne~s _they ' knew _b~s,t .' i::A11tri-./
- ,"nik's ,vas 'op~~e~ ii\ t~e;~prlhg
.Prospective USF graguates ,
of '70 and after thre.e , hard might find their employment
. ~ onths began to show profit. .· ·prospects greatly- enhanced
-~. rs.An .-interest4,g . characte_11is~ :0 because of · inte:rYiews videotic-of the Barsbunifaris is their :itaped Oil equipment -~ently
drfve 'and motivation. John;- received by the Career Plan-wh~n' speakin·g :of ·his 70- ning and Placement Center. ·
yec¥-old father s·a ys, .. ,.I tried
Joseph Tomaino, the Cento r~nre !UY father, have him ter's assistant director, said
sit around '" t he house and
· ffi
'd
d ·
relax, When I would come his O ·ce ·bas VI eotape m-

at Antrinik's · Middle Eastern Ba-kery, on

•
:

dent
·
1

The .

SHOW.-

11-&aESI, BIIRIST•
BAWDiEST,

-v·1deo· tqp·e' _S

. brothe_r -ang •si.ste't! _came\ t? ··,,--..s ·tu
•;

.,

:--

,

white,,: he ma.h ied, moved to
Tampa" in-·196;> an~ worked as .
: a furnit ure salesman. In 1969, -'-;.
his immeqiate family, Papa, ~-

BIG

MIDN·ITE

worked in his uncle's bakery, you might as well take his life
started after Krikor's mother away. So now he works in the
was killed by the Turks. He bakery, every day. "
lost contact with his father
Antrinik, John's older brothonly to find him seven years
er,
Isgouhi and Arpene the
later,. and remarried. He desisters, and the master Old
cided then to stay with his
uncle and bought the bakery, Man Krikon work in the kitchen. The customer never sees
which was his until he moved
the family's sweating brows
to Tampa two and a half
to turn out loaves, handmade
years ago. Krikor left Beirut
because of a wor_sening politi- with unbleached flours, some
of which are organically
cal situation a nd to join son
grown. He only sees the endJohn, who was sent to the
states to. study aviation in product a n d charismatic
John, who is cordial to all and
1961. _
greeted with like reception.
John, the handsome, beardThe Barsoumians are planed counter man ._who speak~
fluent English, native Armeni- ning to open a larger bakery
an, a touch of Turkish, soon, as t he season has been
French, Russian, Italian and good. For now, the little bak~rabic, ,was the first Bar- ery on 56th Street in Temple
soumian 'to reach America. Terrace, with the antique bay
From 1961-1963 he. studied at window, ' 'copy of the Beirut
Embry Riddle Aviation School , shop, will be Antrinik's home
in Miami; got his degree but .b ase.
couldn't fly because he wasn't
a citizen at the time. Mean'

make special b_read. Otherwise, all bread is molded by
hand, weighed, sectioned, an<;!
baked till the right time.
Krikor, "Papa", is the Old
Master. He removes the finished product from the furnace when the time is ready.
He· does this day in-day out,
as he , has for the past 40
years.

A savory droma
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JEANS JEANS ._JEANS
CORDS .CORDS CORDS
The new Sony Model 20 is the-most

a

·-:

FRIDAY & SATURDAY
NOVEMBER
26 & 2J
'
.

TOPS TOPS·TOPS
DRESSES DRESSES DRESSES

powerful stereo on the road, true
12 watts RMS! .And beeause it plays .
cassettes instead of 8-track cartridges,
it';; the· most ~onvenient, too.
_
· Cassettes are only one-fourth the size
of an a-track cartridge - yetcassettes ,
can give you up to two hours' playing
time. Thafs eight hours of musical
·entertainment in 1he same cartridge quite an advantage! And you can hear
any-selection on your tape any time
yoµ want to - thanks to the Model
20's fast-forward and rewind controls.
S9 there's tlQ waiting for the entire ·
program 10 recycle.

What's more, Sony's exclusive new
'.

. lnsta-1.oad lets you snap ln.ca~ettes·

SUPER§fOPE~,
UPTO½OFF l#l•j§•••
loo never heard it so good.
t220'0 S. DALE MABRY
2200 S. DALE MABRY,
.

Make sense ... Eat ot ·McDonOld's/,)A;

without taking your eyes-off the.road.
lnsta-Load locks each cas.sette In
place so it won_
' t jar Joos.a - even on
1he roughest roads - and pops It out
automatically at the end of the tape.
·ot course, if you prefer you can eject
t he cassette manually at ariy time. ·
So why not droP, In today and h1it us
give you the wh'ole car-stereo story;
Then enjoy music by the mile with the
Sony Model 20 99•95

.

.

®

·the
stereo
.shop

.1536 south dale'mabry, tal11)8,florida 33609
~ pbone-~51-1085 '·
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COME ONE! COME ALL! _
FREE
SUPER BRAZIER BURGER

s.tory
of Pakistani crisis . ~
affairs, but he was able to ex- ters, Khawaja Nazimuddin,
plain some points that West- was from the East. He also
ern, press rep·orts may have stated that East Pakistanis .
were guarant.eed a definite
neglected. ·
First, he rejects the idea ·quota in the civil service systhat the East Pakistanis have tem.
Also, conditions ·a re a lot
been excluded from ·positions
of .power. He noted that one of freer under Yahy~ Khan's .
Pakistan's early prime minis- government. He said that
under the previous leader,:
Ayub Kha_n1 many people had
been imprisoned for political
activity. This kind of thing is
much less frequent now, ac
cording to Mehboob.
• As he continued to discuss
the current situation in East
·Pakistan, he said that if they
:Used books will be bought codes during the sales period were successful in secession,
and sold during Pi Sigma Ep- at the beginning of Quarter 2: other groups might · want ,to
silon Marketing Fraterni ty's If the books sell, owners will try the same thing in West
quarterly "Student Book X- be sent checks by mail; if not, Pakistan
.
' .
.
. owpers will be. notified to pick
change" starting Dec. 1.
that neither India
added
He
rethe
The three~phase · exchange, up unsold books during
nor Pakistan can afford this
which has been in operation turn period.
way. He was hopeful that the
,
each quarter for three years
Student sellers set their Ol\'11 problems would be resolved
at USF, is operated as stuanithe
that
fact
the
citing
prices for books, which is
dent service by Pi Sigma Ep- based ·on physical condition, mosities were not so strong
silon with sponsorship of S6.
supply and demand , and each among the young people. Here
Phase I, book collections,
book is1 in competition with at USF, Mehboob said he had
will be Dec. 103. Students who
similar books offering a varie- some Indian friends, but -that
have textbooks to sell should ·
they never discussed political
ty in price ,range.
bring them to UC 103 and regclerk.
ister the books with
Quarter 2 book sales will take
1{ 1 l
place Jan. 5, 6, and 7 in UC
103. The final phase, a return
period of books which did not
sell, will be Jan. 10-12. The
exchange will be open from 9
Reg. $9, to $14·
a.m. to 4 p.m. daily.
I
Any student can participate
by registering books, which
will be used the following
930 East Fowle r
quarter, with book collections~
The books will be _shelved
Open Every Night 'Til 10:00
with others by course prefix

· · When Mehboob ·kazilbash
picks up the newspaper in the
morning, he doesn't -often like
what he sees. His country is
at war from "ivithin and without. He is a Pakistani.
. Mehboob, an electrical engi~eering major, js very unhappy about the present state of

Students✓

set · prices
at 'Book X-chan _ge'

issues affecting the two countries.
Regarding the r e f u g e e
situation, the 21 - year - old
junior reflected that these
people were proba bly
"scar~d,'; although many of
them were Hindus who had
been looking for an opportunity to emigrate to India.

EAT

Mitchell .Motors

DRINK

Dairq

Queen

alist
Speci
Front End & Brake
.
-

Disc & Drum '

MERRY

BE

~

SALES & SERVICE

Phone 935-1877 ~

1816 Busch Blvd.

Friday and Saturday

..

Nov. 26 & 27 only
l os·30 N. 56th Street ·

'\

0

a

a

,._..
1,...

IHE. (il?E1rr PANTS ):'ACTOl~

:I::

DRESSP~NTS

:I""'-.

25% OFF

"-'
r~, .
\J

$10 parking
fee now $8

D:UAL

Students registering their
vehicles for on-campus parking will save two dollars by
obtaining decals·'. for_' Quarter
.
2.
. James Miller, campus security officer, said decals, to be
placed on the front and rear•
bumper ·of each vehicle driven
by a student on-campus, will
be ·issµed for $8 for Quarter 2
through 4. The· price will drop
$2 each quarter thereafter.
Mitler----sa:id students can obfain ~eir decals through· the
Security Office, located immeQiateiy east of lot 16. : · ·

,
.\

: damping , Single-p lay-s pindle rotat~s with platter
to _prevent center-hole enlargem ent. Pitch-control
for all three- speeds, One'.piece cast platter
weighs 4 lbs. Will trade at as low ·as ·o.s gram.
Chassis dimensions less than 1 l"xlJ'~. $139.50.

, I

Official Notices ·
·Library Reserve Requests .for Quarter
11 are being accepted in Library Re.serve Office. Forms and a statement on
procedure are available there. For at;lditional information call 2836.

Staff Insurance: Staff members who
wish to sign up for Blue Cross-Blue
Shield Hospitiliza tion, Major Medical or ·
· Life Insurance may do so during the

;

-·

t

-

•••
'

.

Campus' Date Book
Meeting times and places of organizations which meet regularly are posted
on UC Lobby Bulletin Boards.
TODAY
College of· Medicine ,Chamber of Commerce Breakfast·, 8 a.m., CTR 2-48
THURSDAY
,..
Thlnksgivi ng Holiday
.
FRIDAY
.
Movie, "The Committee /' 7:30 & 10
-.. ;
'
p.m., LAN 103
..
.,
. 'SATURDAY
Movie, "The Committee," 7:30 & 10
p.m., LAN 103
'SUNDAY
Movie, "The Committee ," · 7:30 & 10
p.m.. LAN 103
' MONDAY
_Young Democrats , "Senator Harris,"
.
Theat,;e
2- p.m.,
.
TUESDAY
College of ·<educa1ic.n Ur.ban Simula•
252
CTR
a.m.,
9
tion,
Student Health Services, 2:30 p.m.,
· _.
CTR :m

RlB~E , Monday, June 28, 1971
·
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CRIT ICS

,,;. ,
$pace and Facilities New Telep_none
Numbers: Reservatio n Dept., 2461; , ~.
Analysis Dept .. 2463.
Phi Kappa "Phi: Seniors On the top 10
pct of their Classification) enrolled ' inr
Qtr. 1 have been mailed invitations to
become affiliated with Phi Kappa -. Phi .
~nitiation will be held Dec. 8 at 2 p.m.
on the UC Ballroom. JUNIORS AND
GRADUATE STUDENTS will ·be consid•
ered tor Spring initiation.

. And Indepen dent High Fidelity -Authorities ., ; • The
World's Standar d of .Per•
'
fection. .
.
RE
✓SlllJ

, ~ARTRIDG:ES

1
----·~
------:J
I
I

C 1·

..........~·----- .
•

· $24.9 5·M44 Cartridge only 1

cent with purchase of Dual
.
Turnt able.- .-..... ,

· ·.

•

..

• !,

•

I

SHUR E CARTRIDGES-

67.50

V-15 Type II

49.95
44.95

M~91E
M-92E· '
M-93E

.

OPE!V SUN. 'TIL CHRISTMAS 12■6
STORE HOURS: DAILY 9:30 A.M. TO 9 P.M.
S~T. 9:30 A.M. TO 6 P.M.

STER EO GO ROUND
4237 W~ KENNEDY BLVD.
·TAMPA, f~.

.

PHONE 87~~5661

,

;•

LOUNGE

Fea tur ing : FABULOUS
QU INT BROTHERS
Mon. - Sat. 9AM • 2AM

NOON BUFFETS
$1,75 Montlay • Friday1 $2,2s·on Sunday
IN VALHALLA RESTAURANT

t,4 & 50th St. {U.S. 41l

'

~AU RA NT

LIVE ENTERTAINMENT NIGHTLY

~ (\t ~

.

.

_.1~

... and-both new addition and parent--C:ompany - .
.are .healthy and qoing fine!·Yes, our 3rd location is .-'.
now ~open to serve .you. We're just west of _the
University ofS outh -Florid~ at 2203 E.'. Fowler ·
Avenue, conveniently located in the center ,of one
. of Tampa;s fastest growing are.as. Visiting hours
are from 9:30 a.m. until 2:00 p.m. each weekday
and also from 4 to 6 p.m. on Fridays.
Come see Tampa's newest addition!

,.

3~.95

·oa tb au a

I

~

,·.,

OVERWHELMING CHOICE

open enrollment period through Dec. 31,
FAO 011, Employee Benefits Section,
Personnel. Coverage effective Jan. 1,
1972. First payroll deduction made from
Dec . 24 paycheck.
Vacant Positions at U.S.F. : 3 Secre. tary II, S4,J68; 2 Internal Auditor 1,
$8,220; .4 Custodia I. $3,768; Campus Security Police Officers, S5,568; Stock
Clerk, $3,768; 2 Clerk Typist 1, S3,588; 2
· Clerk Typist II, SJ,948; Clerk Typist 111,
·

t·
.

:_

,'

.

There's a lot of the 121~ in the new 1218, bring•
ing even more Dual precision to 'the medium-price
• range, Most notable of these features is the
twin-ring · gimbal of the tone.arm suspension, The
121 B's motor also combines hi_gh starting torque
with synchronous-speed consta ~cy, ~
Other 1218 features Vernier cou11ierbalance with
, click-stops. Feather touch cue control with silicone

T hursday for publication the foll owing

$4,572 .

..'

~

The -1~18: it will ·prob,(y heco~e the,
most popula~ turiltabfe. Ju~f has ever·
made. ·

Bulletin Board noltces snould be sent
direct to "Director Sludent Publication s
LAN 128" (ext. 2617) no later than noon
·

'

'-

WORLD'S FINEST
TURNTABLE

Bulletin
Bo.ard
Wednesday,

;-

~

-EAST
PHONE ,21.201i2

FIDELITY·FEDERAL
SAVIN GS AND

LOAN. ASSO CIATI ON

' Accounts Insured to $20,000 Member F.S.l.l.C.

w.

Hillsborough Ave., Phone 872-9221
2610
9502 Florida Ave., Phone 935-2141 .
2203 E. Fowler Ave., Phone 971-5050

OF TAMP A

